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Introduction:

The roughly ten thousand organ transplant surgeries performed annually in China makes it the world’s second leading transplant destination as measured by the number of procedures conducted, trailing only the United States. Many of these surgeries are performed on foreigners who come to China for organ transplants because of the relative short waiting period, often only weeks long. Despite such impressive statistics, China’s nascent organ donation system has existed for less than a year, and the rate of organ donation from the general public remains extraordinarily low. These circumstances raise troubling questions: Where do these organs come from, and why is the waiting time so short?

Here are some basic facts:

► The majority of organs used in transplant surgeries in China are harvested from executed prisoners;
► China executes several thousand people on an annual basis;
► Chinese law sanctions the use of prisoners’ organs for use in transplant operations;
► Executed prisoners rarely consent to donating their organs;
► The waiting time for an organ transplant largely depends on how much one is willing to pay.

China has systematically harvested organs from executed prisoners for more than 30 years. Although the Chinese government now openly admits to the practice, discussion of organ harvesting is still taboo. The subject is rarely mentioned in
Chinese media or academia. Lamentably, foreign media outlets only occasionally report on it. To date, nobody has conducted a comprehensive study on historical and contemporary human rights abuses perpetrated by China’s organ transplant system. This report is an attempt to address such shortcomings.

This report is the product of extensive research and interviews with transplant recipients and professionals who have participated in China’s transplant system. It reveals how various Chinese government agencies and hospitals coordinate with each other to inhumanely extract organs from unwilling donors for the sole purpose of earning profit. Such abuses are among the most severe, and perhaps most underappreciated, human rights violations that occur in the Chinese prison system.

The main body of the report is divided into three parts: The first part discusses ethical objections to extracting organs from prisoners for use in transplant surgeries. This section surveys a wide array of cultural, religious, and philosophical traditions, ultimately concluding that harvesting organs from prisoners is morally unjustifiable. More than an idle value judgment, widespread condemnation of this practice has prompted national legislatures and international medical organizations to prohibit participation in transplant surgeries using organs extracted from prisoners.

The second section provides an overview of the development of China’s organ transplant system. From the early 1980s to the mid-2000s, the number of annual organ transplants increased exponentially. In this entirely unregulated field, government agencies and hospitals worked with each other to unscrupulously extract organs from executed prisoners in order to earn a profit. A large number of patients
from neighboring countries came to China for expedited transplant operations, staying in luxury hospital wards designed specifically for them. They paid high fees and received exceptional care. Despite clear evidence to the contrary, the Chinese government repeatedly denied this widespread practice. The government’s stance, however, started changing in 2005, when officials began openly admitting that 90 percent of the organs used in transplant operations came from executed prisoners. They subsequently implemented policy reforms aimed at regulating this booming industry. Although the government continued to claim that prisoners with virtually no freedom of choice had the capacity to consent to organ donation, authorities did implement laws and regulations to tighten the control of the organ transplant market and reduce China’s participation in international organ trade. In 2010, the government implemented a voluntary organ donation system aimed at encouraging the general public to donate organs. This report contends that although recent governmental efforts have curbed some abuses of prisoners’ human rights, new regulations have pushed the organ trade deeper underground, making the industry even more secretive and less accountable.

The third section focuses on the direct evidence of organ harvesting collected through field research and exclusive interviews. This section details the entire organ transplantation process, from the issuance of a death sentence to the moment a prisoner’s organ is transplanted into another human being. Noteworthy aspects of this process include the following:
1. Thousands of people are given the death penalty annually. One incentive for issuing the death penalty is the monetary gain resulting from organ extraction;

2. Prisoners unknowingly receive blood tests while on death row in order to determine whether they are suitable organ donors;

3. Testimonies from doctors show that some death row inmates are coerced into giving consent to organ donation;

4. Medical vans transport hospital staff to the execution scene. Immediately following the executions, doctors and hospital personnel are ordered to quickly remove organs from executed prisoners. Organs are put in containers and transferred to the hospital, where patients await transplantation surgery;

5. First-hand witness accounts show that in some cases, executioners intentionally botch executions in order to preserve organ freshness, leaving the prisoner alive during organ extraction;

6. The government withholds information regarding the time and location of executions in order to prevent families from seeing the corpses of executed
prisoners. This helps conceal the practice of organ harvesting by keeping families in the dark.

Over the past half century, on an annual basis, China has executed several times more people than the rest of the world combined. Organs harvested from untold tens or even hundreds of thousands of executed prisoners have provided China’s organ transplant system with an ample supply of organs. This state-run system has generated staggering profits for government officials. The scale, nature and scope of human rights abuses perpetrated by this system are unique to China. We hope that shedding light on this dark reality facilitates the development of an ethical organ donation system and provides solace to those who have suffered.
Christian Longo, a death row inmate in Oregon who strangled his wife and two-year-old daughter to death and then drowned his four-year-old son and three-year-old daughter in the ocean, wrote an op-ed on the New York Times in March 2012 claiming that he wished to donate his organs after his execution. He said, “I am seeking nothing but the right to determine what happens to my body once the state has carried out its sentence.” The prison board rejected his request. This event has sparked heated debates regarding whether death row inmates should be allowed to donate their organs.

Some scholars and medical professionals have advocated for allowing death row inmates to donate their organs because “more organ donor means at least one life, and typically more lives, saved.” Currently, no U.S. law explicitly prohibits organ donation by death row inmates. There is, however, a general consensus in both the criminal justice and medical ethics fields that the practice of cadaver donation by executed prisoners should not be accepted. The World Medical Association (WMA), an international organization representing more than 10 million physicians, states that organs from prisoners and other individuals in custody “must not be used for transplantation except for members of their immediate family.”


Society, a Montreal based organization of over 4,500 doctors and ethicists from all over the world, is also “opposed to the recovery of organs form executed prisoners.” I Within the U.S., the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS), the organization that manages the national organ transplant system, also “opposes any strategy or proposed statute regarding organ donation from condemned prisoners until all of the potential ethical concerns have been satisfactorily addressed.” II In recent years, legislators in several states have proposed various bills in an attempt to legalize organ donation by executed prisoners, but all these bills have failed to become law. III

With the exception of Taiwan, Singapore and China, currently no country allows organ donations from executed prisoners. IV There are many practical barriers and ethical dilemmas concerning organ donations from executed prisoners. One logistical barrier, as bioethicist Arthur Caplan points out, is that executed prisoners do not die on life support, as most cadaver donators who die in hospitals do. Their organs suffer cell and tissue damage due to the lack of oxygenated blood. Though different states have different execution protocols, executions take about 15 minutes on average.


This is done to ensure death.\textsuperscript{1} Transporting the body from the prison to medical facilities for organ procurement would take at least several more minutes. Experts have averred that the time required would substantially damage the vital organs, thus preventing them from being procured.\textsuperscript{2} One possible solution could be to move the execution to a medical facility so that time could be saved between the execution and the organ procurement operation. It is unlikely, however, that hospitals would agree to effectively become an execution ground.\textsuperscript{3}

Other practical barriers include low organ quality arising from a much higher-than-average rate of infectious disease and other health issues among prisoners. After all, the majority of countries in today’s world do not have the death penalty. For countries that do have it, with the exception of China and Iran, they on average execute fewer than 100 people per year.\textsuperscript{4} Given the fact that many of the executed prisoners do not give consent to cadaver organ donation and some of the prisoners are medically unsuitable to donate due to health issues, only a limited number of inmates would donate organs if the practice were permitted. As such, a change in policy would not meaningfully increase the supply of organs.

Regardless of the practical problems that render the use of executed prisoners for organ donation implausible, a more important issue that needs to be addressed is the ethically dubious nature of the practice.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{2} “Texas Execution Information Center Background,” accessed October 31, 2013, http://www.txexecutions.org/primer.asp.
\item \textsuperscript{4} Shu S. Lin et al., “Prisoners on Death Row Should be Accepted as Organ Donors,” July 3, 2012, accessed October 31, 2013, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3388804/.
\end{itemize}
Donor consent is a prerequisite for legitimate organ procurement. Whether a prisoner is able to consent or not is questionable. The ability to understand the procedure and being free from coercion are two preconditions for being able to provide informed consent.¹ Given their unique circumstances, prisoners are vulnerable to deceit, manipulation and coercion, either directly or indirectly, overt or implied.

It is the WMA's policy that prisoners’ organs not be used for transplantation because they are “not in a position to give consent freely and can be subject to coercion.”² The Transplantation Society also states that “because of the restrictions in liberty in a prison environment, it is unlikely that prisoners are truly free to make independent decisions and thus an autonomous informed consent for donation cannot be obtained.”³ The National Institutes of Health (NIH), the research agency within the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (DHHS), also recognizes the unfree nature of prisoners: “because prisoners may not be free to make a truly voluntary and uncoerced decision...the regulations require additional safeguards.”⁴ In the wake of the experiments Nazi doctors carried out on Jewish and other victims during World War II, the Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal ruled on prisoner consent, stating that “in the tyranny that was Nazi Germany, no one could give such consent to the medical agents of the State; everyone lied in fear and acted under duress.” Also recognizing the meaninglessness of consent given by prisoners under duress,

the Geneva Conventions bans the use of organs from prisoners of war: “It is, in particular, prohibited to carry out on such persons, even with their consent...removal of tissue or organs for transplantation.”

Another concern is that allowing executed prisoners to donate their organs may create incentives for the authorities to refrain from either abolishing capital punishment or reducing the scope of its application, knowing that more lives could be saved. The Transplantation Society also concerns that “the financial incentive for recovering organs from executed prisoners may become an incentive to increase the number of such organs available for transplantation.” It is worth noting that China, the only country that systematically utilizes organs from executed prisoners, also executed far more prisoners than the rest of the world combined.

Also, permitting organ donation from executed prisoners would inevitably lead to physicians becoming involved in the execution process. This is a violation of “the dead donor rule,” the ethical norm and legal rule that governs organ procurement for transplantation. “The dead donor rule” holds that donors not be killed in order to obtain their organs. All prominent medical associations prohibit or discourage its members to play any role whatsoever in the execution process.

---


Although lethal injection is the primary method of execution, firing squad is still widely used in some countries. It is the most commonly used execution method in China. According to medical experts, such a method is “not likely to achieve a reliable death, either by the traditional circulatory-respiratory criteria or by the brain death criteria.” Consequently, when a prisoner is transferred to a hospital for organ procurement, it is possible that his or her execution is in fact completed by procurement surgeons.

It is known that some people are convicted of crimes, including capital crimes, and later found innocent after the introduction of new evidence. Such exonerations have only increased with the advent of new technologies. In the United States, hundreds of people have been released from death row after being found innocent of the crime for which they were convicted, according to the American Civil Liberties Union. Several polls show that the majority of both the general public and actual organ recipients accept the idea of allowing death row prisoners to donate their organs. However, if there were more awareness of the number of false convictions in capital punishment cases, the public and organ recipients might feel different. Organ recipients would certainly not want to find out that the person who made the kind donations was wrongfully executed in the first place.


The Development of China Organ Transplant System

Introduction

In 1960, Wu Jieping, who once studied at University of Chicago under Nobel laureate Charles Huggins, performed the first kidney transplant in China at the Beijing Friendship Hospital. The recipient died within three months as a result of immunosuppressant toxicity. Twelve years later, in 1972, Mei Hua conducted the first successful live kidney transplant in Guangzhou Zhongshan Medical Institution. The first liver and heart transplants were performed at Shanghai Ruijin Hospital by Lin Yanzhen in 1977 and Zhang Shize in 1978 respectively. Due to high cost of transplant surgeries and high rates of transplant rejections, organ transplantation in China did not truly take off until the 1990s, which was when hospitals began to see organ transplant as an alternative means for profit making and the introduction of Cyclosporine-A offered doctors higher success rates.¹

The development of China’s organ transplant system can be divided into three phases. The first phase was from 1984 to 2005. Before 1984, some prominent hospitals in big cities occasionally carried out organ transplant surgeries, but only very privileged people were able to afford the operations. In 1984, the Chinese government promulgated the first and so far only law regarding the use of the corpses of executed prisoners. The law made using organs of executed prisoners for transplantation legally permissible. During the 1990s and early 21st century, due to the development of transplant technology and transplant medicine, the amount of transplants done each year grew quickly. During this time, the government and

¹ Human Rights Watch Asia, Organ Procurement and Judicial Executions in China (New York: Human Rights Watch, 1994), 4-6.
government-affiliated hospitals systematically utilized executed prisoners’ organs for transplants. People involved in those operations reaped staggering profits from their participation in the organ trade. Recognizing this profit potential, dozens of well-known transplant hospitals across the country established special centers that catered only to foreign patients, who were generally willing to pay much higher fees than their Chinese counterparts. This period was the darkest period of China’s organ transplantation history. Doctors and officials committed egregious human rights abuses in order to secure the best and freshest organs for transplant. In most cases, organ donors did not provide consent to the operation. Even worse, first-hand accounts we collected provide evidences of organ harvesting from unwilling death row inmates prior to execution.

The second phase lasted from 2005 to 2010. Due to the tireless efforts of human rights organizations such as the Laogai Research Foundation (LRF), foreign governments, and the international medical community to expose the ethically repugnant practice of organ harvesting, the then-Vice Minister of the Ministry of Health Huang Jiefu admitted in 2005 that an overwhelming majority of organs used for transplants were extracted from executed prisoners. Although the practice had persisted for more than 20 years, this was the first open admission from the Chinese government. After that, the government issued various policy directives and laws attempting to regulate the organ transplantation industry, reduce the dependency on executed prisoners and curb the number of foreigners coming to China to undergo a transplant operation. The “Regulation on Human Organ Transplantation,” the first national law on organ transplantation went into effect in 2007. Our research shows that although these initiatives theoretically provided structure and oversight to a previously unregulated organ transplant market, they also pushed many of these practices underground and out of sight. As a result of these policies, hospitals would no longer reveal the identities of organ donors, becoming hyper vigilant when asked
The third phase has lasted from 2010 until now. In 2010, the Chinese government started a pilot organ donation program, setting up offices within the Ministry of Health and the Red Cross of China to facilitate organ donations by ordinary citizens. The donation system was implemented nationwide in 2013. Although the percentage of organs donated by deceased donors in China pales in comparison to rates in the West, the trend of people voluntarily agreeing to posthumously donate organs is moving upward. The creation of the organ donation system is widely regarded as a major step forward in China’s organ transplantation history. Despite this positive development, our research found that corruption and the burgeoning black market hinders further progress.
Transplant Numbers

Statistics from the Chinese government are notoriously inaccurate and unreliable. Numbers on annual transplant procedures are no exception. Our extensive research reaches no solid conclusion regarding the exact number of kidney and liver transplants done each year.

Statistics published by various Chinese outlets are contradictory. The reported numbers of liver transplants in 2004 and 2005 provide an example of such inconsistencies. Citing data from the China Liver Transplant Registry, one article published on the Chinese Journal of Evidence-Based Medicine states that the number of liver transplants performed in 2004 and 2005 were 2,023 and 2,794 respectively. In China Liver Transplant Registry’s 2011 Annual Report, published on its own website, the numbers for the same years were 2,243 and 2,971. The 2012 Annual Report, however, revised these numbers to 2,301 and 2,997. In contrast, an article authored by Wang Dong of Peking University, citing data from the Chinese Transplantation Association, states that the numbers were 3,516 in 2004 and 4,155 in 2005, significantly higher than in the aforementioned documents. Even Vice
Minister Huang Jiefu himself has given different numbers on different occasions. The number of transplants he reported at a transplant conference in Madrid in 2012 differed from statistics he referenced in a 2008 article he wrote for The Lancet.¹

Number of Liver Transplants by Year

Although there are no definite numbers, the charts show that transplant operations have increased dramatically since the beginning of the 21st century. The number of kidney transplants peaked in 2004 at about 10,000. The number of liver transplants peaked in 2005 at about 3,000 or more. The significant drop in 2006 and 2007 was largely due to two policy changes. One was that on January 1, 2007, the Supreme People’s Court reasserted exclusive jurisdiction to review all death penalty cases. As a result, the number of death sentences in 2007 dropped as much


as 30 percent compared with 2006. The other policy change was the increased restrictions imposed on the eligibility of organ providers; new regulations limit living donors to close family members and require stricter written consent.

1997 - 2007 China Annual Liver and Kidney Transplants

---


The 1984 Law

In order to remedy the scarcity of corpses available for dissection and experimental transplants in medical research, the Ministry of Health legalized the use of corpses of executed prisoners in 1979 through the promulgation of the “Regulations Concerning the Dissection of Corpses.” A reply drafted by the Ministry of Justice in 1981 in response to an inquiry from the Shaanxi Province High People’s Court reinforced these regulations. Known as the “Reply Concerning the Question of the Utilization of the Corpses of Condemned Prisoners,” this directive described the use of these corpses as “very necessary from the standpoint of medical treatment and scientific research.”

China’s first national law followed these earlier rulings on executed prisoners and organs for transplant. In 1984, the Supreme People’s Court, the Supreme People’s Procuratorate, the Ministry of Public Security, the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Civil Affairs jointly issued the “Provisional Regulations on the Use of the Corpses or Organs of Condemned Criminals.” This law stipulates the conditions under which health personnel may harvest organs from executed prisoners. It also outlines how the health personnel involved in organ harvesting are to coordinate with the prisons and the courts. In line with the 1979 document, organs from the following categories suitable for use:

---


II “Reply Concerning the Question of the Utilization of the Corpses of Criminals Sentenced to Death” 关于判处死刑犯人的尸体利用问题的复函, High People’s Court, Shaanxi Province, PRC, Document 136, June 13, 1981.
The Original Text of the Provisional Regulations on the Use of the Corpses or Organs of Condemned Criminals

According to the Regulations, written consent from prisoners is required and should be kept and stored in local courts. As to those corpses that require consent from executed prisoners’ families for their usage, local public health units should discuss and reach an agreement with the families on the issues of handling of the corpses and monetary compensation.
The document also emphasizes the confidentiality of the process, stating:

“The use of corpses or organs of executed prisoners should be kept strictly confidential...when it proves to be necessary, with the approval from the people’s court that carries out the execution, the operation vehicle(s) of the medical institution can go to the execution ground to extract organs. But vehicles with any logo of the medical institution must not be used, and no one should wear white gowns. Before the extraction operation is completed, access to the execution ground will remain restricted.”

As an indication of the sensitivity of this government directive, the document was not made public until 1991. This document serves as the legal basis for the harvesting of organs from executed prisoners for use in transplantation operations.¹

¹ “Provisional Regulations On the Use of Dead Bodies or Organs From Condemned Criminals” 关于利用死刑罪犯尸体或尸体器官的暂行规定, Supreme People’s Court, Supreme People’s Procuratorate, Ministry of Public Security, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Public Health, and Ministry of Civil Affairs of People’s Republic of China, October 9, 1984.
State of Denial: Pre-2005 Cover Ups

The use of organs from executed prisoners has sparked outrage and concern from the international medical and human rights communities. Until 2005, however, despite abundant evidence to the contrary, Chinese government officials often denied that the practice even occurred.

The “Provisional Regulations on the Use of the Corpses or Organs of Condemned Criminals” was implemented in 1984, but remained secret until 1991. Before 1991, officials flatly denied the practice. Since it was made public, some officials continued to dismiss allegations of organ harvesting while others offered grudging admissions. For example, in 1993, then Chinese Ambassador to the United Nations (UN) Jin Yongjian stated, “Removal of organs without the permission of either of the person or his family was not standard practice. There were, however, cases in which permission has been given to remove organs from the bodies of persons executed.”

In 1996, faced with continuing negative publicity on this issue, the Ministry of Health, Ministry of External Trade and Economic Cooperation and the General Customs Administration issued a notice. The “Circular on Questions Related to Further Strengthening the Management of Human Blood, Tissues and Organs” states, “Sales of human tissues and organs are not allowed. The donation or exchange of human tissue and organs with organizations or individuals outside national borders is not allowed.”

---


of harvesting executed prisoners’ organs for transplants, the Chinese government cited this law as proof of its disapproval of such activities.

Though the government continued to refuse to publicly acknowledge the systematic practice, Chinese medical journals inadvertently provided evidence that it occurred. Although few articles offered details on organ donors and causes of their death, references to the demographics of donors revealed that an overwhelming majority of donors were healthy young males, a striking resemblance to the demographics of the population on death row. For example, one study of cadaveric kidney transplants performed at Changzheng Hospital in Shanghai between 1986 and 1990 found that 135 out of 138 donors were male, with an average age of 25.\textsuperscript{1} Another article reported an average donor age of 27.6.\textsuperscript{2} One article published in 1999 included a case study at Anhui Medical University of a 21-year-old donor who died from “external wounds to the brain.”\textsuperscript{3} Some articles published on foreign medical journals show the same pattern. An article published in the American Journal of Transplantation provided information on 74 people from Saudi Arabia and Egypt who went to China for liver transplantation from 2003 to 2007. Donor data shows that the average donor age range from 20 to 35 years with a median of 25 years. Notably, the cause of death in all 74 cases was “severe brain injury.”\textsuperscript{4}

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
China and the International Organs Trade

Patients from Neighboring Areas Sought Organ Transplants in China

“The doctor, who is head of the urology department at the hospital, told me after I had recovered that the kidney I had received came from an executed prisoner.”
Somporn Lorgeronon, Thai citizen who received a kidney transplant in China in 1993

“Data from the Malaysian Dialysis and Transplant Registry, published by the Malaysian Society of Nephrology annually since 1993, clearly showed that the source of kidneys obtained in China was provided by syndicated, arranged financial transactions.”
- Dr. Ghazali Ahmad, Head of Department of Nephrology at Hospital Kuala Lumpur in Malaysia

Although the government and hospitals carefully concealed the practice of harvesting executed prisoners’ organs for transplants and unequivocally denied their involvement when questioned, direct evidence to the contrary came from beyond the border.

Compared with other countries, healthcare costs in China are relatively low. In fact, the cost of organ transplant in China is among the cheapest in the world. As a

---

result of ample supplies and cheap prices, the international organ trade business in
China is lucrative, especially since patients are often wealthy overseas Chinese from
neighboring Pacific Rim nations.

As organ brokering is illegal in most countries, the organ trade business is
difficult to track. Still, there were numerous stories carried by foreign media outlets
tracking accounts of people from Hong Kong, Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore,
Japan and other nations who travelled to China to tap into the available supply
of organs from executed prisoners. For example, one Lancet article reported on
Yeson Healthcare Service in Shanghai. In 2005, it arranged more than 479 organ
transplant operations – many of them for non-Chinese people. It charged a minimum
of $90,000 for a liver or heart transplant and $45,000 for a kidney transplant.1 This
section lists some well-documented cases we collect over the yeas.

Since 2006, due to the promulgation of a series of laws and governmental
regulations aimed at addressing the issue, which will be discussed in details
in the next section, the volume of organ trade involving foreign entities has
gone down substantially. In addition, in run up to the 2008 Beijing Olympics, the
Chinese government had been under closer scrutiny and heavier pressure from
the international community. Since then, governments and hospitals at all levels
became extremely careful not to reveal relevant information to the public, fearful of
attracting attention and criticism.

Hong Kong

As early as 1988, there were reports of Hong Kong citizens traveling to China for kidney transplants. An article in the South China Morning Post reported, “Two hospitals in Guangzhou are using the kidneys of executed criminals for transplants because of the difficulty in finding donors [in Hong Kong].” The Post reported that Nanfang Hospital, one of the major sites for these transplants, was performing about 50 transplants a year during the mid-1980s, mainly on overseas Chinese. An official at the renal unit of Nanfang Hospital admitted that most of the kidneys used for transplants came from recently executed criminals. When asked about the ethics of such operations, Ho Meisim, the manager of the Wei Kiu Agency, Hong Kong representative of the Nanfang Hospital, said, “The transplants are not unethical as the criminals are making use of their last virtue.”

A 1994 article on the South China Morning Post reported that Dr. George Chan, one of Hong Kong’s top renal specialists, often referred patients in need of a transplant to hospitals in China. Chan explained that he was routinely informed of execution dates by a network of his former students who work in the mainland. When questioned about his actions, Dr. Chan insisted that the kidneys were “voluntarily donated” by prisoners before they had died.

In January 2000, the South China Morning Post highlighted the expansion of the organ trade between Hong Kong and the mainland. Besides kidney transplants, Hong Kong patients also received liver transplants. A doctor at the First Affiliated

---

Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University admitted to an undercover reporter from the Post that livers of good quality could be acquired for transplant around the time of the Lunar New Year. The doctor assured the reporter that Chinese authorities would be executing prisoners before the holiday and that consent was not an issue. According to medical sources cited in the article, organs were sold for up to $38,460 each. The Post further reported that between 1998 and 2000, at least five patients from Hong Kong traveled to a hospital in Guangzhou for liver transplants. Of the five, two died from complications.¹

Dr. Ko Wingman, a Hong Kong Hospital authority director, stated in a follow-up Post article that medical authorities in Hong Kong have tried to deter people from seeking transplants in China by withholding follow-up treatment. Because of concerns over their patients, however, they decided to create a mechanism by which they could track patients who had undergone a mainland transplant. Doctors have also refused invitations for joint transplantation operations in China using executed prisoner organs.² Since the publication of these revealing articles in the Post, the Chinese government and doctors at the Sun Yat-sen Hospital have denied all accounts of the use of executed prisoners for liver transplants.³

Taiwan

In April 1998, an Associate Press report revealed the story of a Taiwanese woman who traveled to China for a transplant. After seeing the number of transplants

---


performed at the hospital in one day and speaking with doctors, the woman said she was certain the organs came from executed prisoners. According to this report, at least 360 Taiwanese patients had received transplants in China by 1997. At the same time, patients from Indonesia and the Philippines also received transplants in China.\textsuperscript{1} Agence France-Presse also reported that patients paid as much as $26,085 for a transplant in a hospital in Fuzhou, Fujian province. An organ broker identified as Mr. Lu offered to sell organs harvested from executed prisoners who had been killed within 12 hours of the transplant surgery. Lu also guaranteed that if the body rejected the kidney, the patient could receive another one from the hospital.\textsuperscript{III}

A number of prominent Taiwanese have gone to China for organ transplants. In February 2011, the Taichung county government announced that its former magistrate Huang Jhong-sheng underwent a successful liver transplant at the Tianjin First Central Hospital. But representatives from the hospital refused to confirm the event when asked by reporters.\textsuperscript{II} It was widely believed that the organs transplanted in such cases came from executed prisoners.

Currently, the National Health Insurance, Taiwan’s compulsory social insurance plan, does not cover fees associated with going to China for an organ transplant. Some politicians advocated for the coverage of such medical costs because encouraging Taiwanese to go to China for transplants would reduce domestic spending on dialyses. Such policy changes, however, were not adapted because of concerns over

\textsuperscript{I} Annie Huang, “China’s Secret Organ Donor Trail,” Associated Press, April 18, 1998.
human rights violations in China’s organ transplant industry.

**Thailand**

In early 1997, the Straits Times of Singapore reported that at least 47 Thais had gone to China for organ transplants. According to the Thai Transplantation Society, more than two-thirds of these patients had been forced to undergo further surgeries for removal of a rejected kidney upon return to Thailand. Doctors said such situations arose due to unsanitary conditions and improper operations and treatments.

Phaibul Jitpraphai, President of the Thai Transplantation Society, testified at the US Congress that organ brokers have an enormous influence on the transplant and the execution process. Organ brokers, often referred to as “travel agents,” arrange not only for organs to be available, but also for hotel accommodations, hospital accommodations, and the operation itself. He further asserted, “People that we call ‘brokers’ or ‘travel agents’ make a profit on the illness of these individuals and the death of prisoners. They ask for $30,000 to $40,000. These are the people who make the major profit.”

Thai citizen Somphorn Lorgeranom came to China in 1993 to seek a kidney transplant. After arriving at the Zhongshan Hospital in Guangzhou, he was instructed to pay HK $80,000 ($10,000) upfront before any operation or treatment. After three

---


weeks of dialysis, he was given a kidney transplant. During Lorgeranon’s recovery, the head of the urology department showed him a newspaper article about an execution that had taken place on the day of his operation and told him that the newly transplanted kidney had come from this executed prisoner.¹

**Malaysian**

According to Ghazali Ahmad, head of department of nephrology at Hospital Kuala Lumpur, almost all Malaysians who traveled to China for a kidney transplant prior to 2008 received an organ harvested from an executed prisoner.² Dr. S.Y. Tan, one of Malaysia’s leading kidney specialists, estimated that more than 1,000 Malaysians had made such a trip. In June 2000, the International Herald Tribune reported that Malaysian citizens were paying a minimum $12,000 for kidney transplants in China. Patients interviewed in the article told reporters that doctors readily admitted that they knew the transplanted organs had come from executed prisoners.³

The number of patients going to China has, however, significantly diminished since the mid-2000s. According to the Malaysian Dialysis and Transplant Registry, Malaysians who traveled to China for a kidney transplant procedure involving an organ extracted from “commercial deceased donors” peaked at 145 in 2004. In

---

¹ “Testimony of Dr. Phaibul Jitpraphai,” US House of Representatives, Committee on International Relations, Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, June 4, 1998.


2010, it was eight.¹

Singapore

In December 2000, the Straits Times ran reports of Singaporean patients heading to a military-run medical university in Chongqing. The article stated that each patient paid approximately $20,000 for the operation. An official at the hospital said that the majority of the more than 100 patients who received organs each year were from Southeast Asian nations.²

Japan

In June 1998, Tsuyoshi Awaya, a Japanese lawyer specializing in transplant ethics, testified before the U.S. Congress on his research on the organ brokering system in Japan. As early as 1985, Japanese patients had been traveling to China for kidney transplants. In 1997, Japan issued the “Law Concerning Human Organ Transplants,” stipulating that it is illegal to pay “valuable consideration” for an organ. If the patient pays only for the actual hospital fees, it is legal, but anything more than that (including organ brokerage fees) would be illegal. Awaya stated that he knew of at least 26 cases of Japanese patients going to China for transplant surgeries involving the use of organs extracted from executed criminals before this law was passed. Brokers advertised their services through the Internet, newspaper ads, and fliers on telephone poles or subway stops. Since the law took effect, Awaya testified

that no other cases of organ brokerage in Japan had been reported.¹

**Israel**

Until 2008, Israeli citizens were effectively encouraged to travel to China for organ transplant operations in order to circumvent long transplant waiting lists at home. Dr. Jacob Lavee, the director of the Heart Transplantation Unit at the Sheba Medical Center, said he had heard many sorties form his kidney transplant colleagues about Israeli patients going to China to get kidney transplants, but he thought that the source of these kidneys was poor people selling one of their kidneys in order to improve their economic status. He did not learn that these organs had been harvested from executed prisoners until 2005, when one of his own patients travelled to China to undergo heart transplant surgery on a specific pre-scheduled date, which meant that the heart must have come from a scheduled execution.²

The history of Israeli patients travelling to China for transplant surgeries is unique because their insurance companies often fully reimbursed them for the procedures. After learning of this practice, Dr. Lavee asserted, “Israel endorses the crime against humanity that is going on in China.” In response to these revelations, Israel passed the Organ Transplant Act in 2008, which prohibits the funding of transplants in any country that engages in organ trade, thus closing the door on Israeli organ tourism in China.³

¹ “Testimony of Tsuyoshi Awaya,” United States Senate, Committee on International Relations & Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, June 4, 1998.
The United States

The trade in organs from Chinese prisoners entered the American market as well. In June 1997, ABC News and the LRF responded to an advertisement in a Chinese-language newspaper in America, which said simply, “Kidney Transplants in China. Don’t Miss the Opportunity. For More, Call.” Dai Yong, a student at the University of Connecticut in Bridgeport, talked openly about the opportunity for Americans to purchase prisoners’ organs in China, and that the matching of the patient and the donor would be easy since there were many prisoners to choose from. The negotiated price was $30,000 for the organ and surgery, including a $5,000 down payment to be paid to Dai, in cash, to reserve a bed and a kidney. When confronted on-camera by an ABC reporter, Dai insisted that the $5,000 was payment for his “introductory service.”

Months later, in February 1998, two Chinese nationals were arrested in New York City on charges of conspiring to sell organs. Wang Chengyong and Fu Xingqi had previously approached hematologists and urologists in New York offering to broker organs to their patients and to arrange for transplant operations in China. Concerned doctors contacted Harry Wu about Wang’s ventures and a federal investigation ensued. Wu, posing as a board member for a US dialysis center, arranged a meeting in a hotel room to discuss the proposal. During the meeting, Wang said that, as a prosecutor involved in executions, he could sell Wu organs from fifty prisoners on death row in the next year. Wang and Fu boasted that they could provide kidneys, corneas, livers, skin, pancreases, and lungs for any patients who were willing to

---

Countries/Regions that Had Frequent Organ Trade with China

Prominent Hospitals in the International Organs Trade

Since foreigners who seek organ transplants in China are able to pay large sums of money up front, they usually receive preferential treatment in the most professional and state-of-the-art facilities in the country. This is evidenced by the accounts of foreigners who received transplant operations in China, which consistently reference

---

1 Transcripts, The United States of America vs. Chengyong Wang. After Wang and Fu’s arrest in early 1998, the two men were put on trial for conspiring to sell human organs. After the trial dragged on for more than a year, the case was dismissed because a key American witness from the prosecution refused to testify. Wang Chengyong has since returned to China.
Nanfang Hospital in Guangzhou, Guangdong province is a major transplant hospital in southern China. It is affiliated with the Southern Medical University, formerly the First Military Medical University. This hospital is staffed by military medical personnel and teaching doctors. Because of its ties with the military, the hospital has easy access to executed prisoners. In its 1995 bilingual marketing materials, the hospital boasted: “The Wai Kiu Buildings of the Nanfang Hospital are the largest hotel-like modern patient wards in the nation. They specialize in providing health check-ups and medical treatment for foreigners, overseas Chinese and compatriots from Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan...For over the past ten years, the Wai Kiu Buildings have received more than 30,000 patients from 65 countries and areas.”

Further research showed that this facility’s hemodialysis operation was a joint venture between the hospital and the National Medical Care Inc., which was a subsidiary of American corporation W.R. Grace. In 1996, W.R. Grace was sold...
to Fresenius AG, a German company. In March 1998, in the wake of an ABC documentary on organ harvesting from executed prisoners, Fresenius AG pulled out of the joint venture. Finding itself in the international spotlight, the company took the unusual step of placing ethical considerations above financial gain. A Fresenius spokesperson said, “China is a small part of our business. It could have grown into a big business. We, however, cannot care about losses when there are ethical considerations.” Despite an official statement from the company, Chinese authorities continued to deny that Fresenius’s decision was related to the practice of using organs from executed prisoners in transplant operations. Instead, they said, “Both sides concluded that economic effects had not reached expected results.”

The First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou is another major transplant hospital in the South. China’s first liver transplant was carried out in this hospital in 1972, and it has since gained a reputation as a leader in liver transplant operations. Former Vice Minister of Health Huang Jiefu headed the

---


hospital's organ transplant department in the 1990s. Under his leadership, the hospital operated the first liver-kidney transplant in Asia and the first infant heart surgery in China. In 1992, the hospital opened a private medical center, which provides a streamlined service system of examination, treatment, pharmacy and cashier. The center offers high quality and efficient medical services to patients from foreign countries, Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan, as well as to local citizens. Doctors at the facility said that the hospital has access to organs harvested from the bodies of executed prisoners through a “well established network.” On its official website, it says, “By November 2010, the department has operated 1,300 liver transplants and 3,300 kidney transplants. The number of liver transplants operated annually is between 120 and 180. The number of kidney transplants operated annually is 230.”

The Beijing Friendship Hospital is one of the oldest and most reputable hospitals in northern China. As mentioned earlier, Wu Jieping performed China’s first kidney transplant at this hospital. According to reports from Human Rights Watch, in early 1990, a leading surgeon at the hospital informed a former judge that all the kidneys used by the hospital for transplant came from executed prisoners. In March 2000, an independent investigator who had conducted research involving organ harvesting in China testified that organs from executed prisoners was the sole source for organ transplants conducted at Beijing Friendship.

Tongji Hospital in Wuhan, Hubei province is one of the major transplant hospitals


Top 20 Hospitals with the Highest Number of Liver Transplants
between May 1, 2007 and December 12, 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hospital Name</th>
<th>Transplant Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tianjin First Central Hospital</td>
<td>1362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renji Hospital, Shanghai Jiaotong University</td>
<td>991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Armed Police General Hospital</td>
<td>624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai Chengzheng Hospital</td>
<td>607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The First Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University</td>
<td>551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhongshan Hospital, Fudan University</td>
<td>461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The First Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University</td>
<td>433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West China Hospital, Sichuan University</td>
<td>376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beijing You’ an Hospital, Capital Medical University</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302 Military Hospital of China</td>
<td>284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The General Hospital of the People’s Liberation Army</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Hospital of Guangzhou Military Command</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai First People’s Hospital</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Third Affiliated Hospital of Sun Yat-sen University</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>309 Military Hospital of China</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongji Hospital, Huazhong University of Science and Technology</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzhou General Hospital of Nanjing Military Command</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The People’s Hospital of Jiangsu Province</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanfang Hospital, Southern Medical University</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People’s Hospital, Peking University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in inner China. The Tongji Organ Transplant Research Institute is renowned for its experimental and clinical research, and is one of the oldest of its kind in the country. In April of 1994, LRF Director Harry Wu visited the hospital posing as a US businessman seeking a kidney transplant for an ailing relative in America. Several doctors sat down with Wu and spoke with him at length regarding the state-of-the-art facilities available at the hospital and the ease to which they could procure an organ for the right price. Wu asked Dr. Xia Shuisheng, one of China’s most renowned researchers on organ transplantation, about the sources of organs. Xia replied that such information must remain confidential.

While at the hospital, Wu was also able to speak with patients who had recently received similar operations. One man by the name of Li told Wu, “Five of us had our kidney transplants done on the same day. There were six kidneys available that day. One was sent to another hospital...All were from young prisoners, all under twenty-five and very healthy...They were executed at Dongxihu District, less than an hour from the hospital...They were executed at eleven in the morning and we had our operations at two in the afternoon.” Doctors also informed Wu that a wealthy Thai businessman had
A patient at Tongji Hospital in Wuhan tells Harry Wu that his kidney was from an executed prisoners received a transplant operation at the hospital two months earlier. A BBC documentary on Wu’s visit to Tongji attracted much international media on the subject, which temporarily strained Chinese-British relations.

Profiting from the grisly trade of organs harvested from executed prisoners has tarnished these hospitals’ honorable track record of saving lives through organ transplantation. It has linked China’s most renowned hospitals to some of the country’s most egregious human rights abuses. Not only are these facilities renowned for accommodating foreigners and providing quality care, they are also known for their ability to command high fees for procuring organs extracted from prisoners on death row.
“The Majority of the organ donors in China at this stage are still executed prisoners.”
-Huang Jiefu, at a WHO meeting on transplantation in Manila in November 2005

At a WHO conference in Manila, the Philippines held in November 2005, Huang Jiefu admitted that most of the cadaveric organs for transplants were derived from executed prisoners. This was the first time that a Chinese government official publicly acknowledged this open secret. Huang, however, insisted that “use of any organ from a prisoner only occurs after full consent from the prisoner, including families where appropriate, and the organ is obtained without coercion and within current legal requirements; no surgeon involved in the transplant is involved with the

---

execution itself.”

According to an article published in Caijing Magazine later that month, 95 percent of donated organs were cadaveric donations, meaning they were derived from deceased donors. Nearly all of these organs were extracted from executed prisoners. The China Liver Transplant Handbook, published in 2007, provided the same statistics, claiming 95 percent of livers for transplant were from executed prisoners.

Even with this admission from the vice minister, various media and medical reports, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Health continued to deny the systemic practice, saying it was “deliberately fabricated to fool the public” and “a libel against the Chinese justice system.”


In March 2006, the Ministry of Health issued “Interim Provisions on Clinical Application and Management of Human Organ Transplantation.” The Provisions stipulate that medical institutions must ensure the legitimacy of organ sources and obtain written affidavits of consent from donors. The Provisions also require medical institutions to establish the “committee of clinical application and ethics of human organ transplantation.” All cases of transplantation have to be “sufficiently discussed” by the committee and the legitimacy of organ sources has to be explained. Only with the approval of the committee could transplant operations proceed.

Later that year, in November, the National Summit on the Clinical Application and Management of Human Organ Transplantation was held in Guangzhou. During the summit, Huang restated the regulations set forth in the Provisions and outlined methods of ensuring compliance. In light of the ongoing criticism from the international community, Huang emphasized the need to ban hospital advertisements promoting any kind of transplant tourism. He also stressed that review and approval from the Ministry of Health are required before hospitals may accept any foreign patients. The summit statement also emphasized that organ transplants in China should prioritize the needs of its citizens, including people from Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan.

The “Regulation on Human Organ Transplantation” (RHT) the first national law on organ transplantation, was passed by the State Council in March 2007 and came into force on May 1st that year. In addition to the regulations outlined in the 2006 Provisions, under the new law, doctors who conduct organ harvesting without the pre-approval by the ethics committee and who fail to handle post-procurement

---

corpses in accordance with ethical principles will have their licenses suspended or revoked. The document, however, does not articulate the nature or scope of these “ethical principles.” The regulation again stresses that organ transplants should abide the principle of “voluntary and free” donation:

“The organ donor must have full capacity for civil conduct. Such a citizen shall document his/her willingness for donation in written form and shall have the right to revoke his will to donate his/her body parts.

“For a citizen who does not agree to donate his/her body organ while alive, no institution or person shall donate or harvest his/her body organs. For a citizen who does not indicate his/her disagreement to donate his/her body organs while alive, his/her spouse, adult children and parents may jointly express in writing their agreement to donate his/her body organs.”

The Red Cross Society of China is designated to promote organ donation together with the Ministry of Health. Regarding the source of organs, the regulation only stipulates that public health entities should “take the situation of the organ source...into consideration.” According to Wang Haibo, the director of the China Organ Transplant Response System Research Center, a research body within the Ministry of Health, the World Health Organization (WHO) supported the draft of the law, making it consistent with international norms.


On July 2, 2007, only two months after the new law took effect, the Ministry of Health issued a directive that again required hospitals to report to their provincial health departments and the Ministry of Health any transplant applications from foreign citizens. The Ministry probably issued the directive because RHOT was not effectively enforced, just like many other laws in China.
Organ Donation System
The Establishment of a Nationwide Organ Donation System

During the National Human Organ Donation Work Conference in August 2009, two years after the promulgation of RHOT, which set the framework for organ donation, the Ministry of Health and the Red Cross announced the launch of the pilot organ donation program. Ten provinces and cities, mostly areas on the east coast, were designated as pilot regions to carry out programs to promote organ donation and manage the distribution of donated organs. II Reporting on the event, the state-run English newspaper China Daily stated that more than 65 percent of organ donations come from death row prisoners. III

Starting from March 2010, the 10 designated regions, one after another, began to implement the pilot organ donation program. In each region, approximately a dozen leading transplant hospitals were approved to participate in the program. Pilot regions were later extended to 19 provinces and cities after gradually adding provinces in the heartland. IV

In March 2012, an article co-authored by Huang that was published in The Lancet


stated, “65 percent of transplantation operations done in China use organs from deceased donors, over 90 percent of whom were executed prisoners.” Later that month, Huang said during the National Human Organ Donation Pilot Work Summit that the Chinese government promises to “fundamentally change the morally dubious practice of relying on executed prisoners for organ transplants in three to five years,” and that the promise demonstrates “the government’s determination.”

On Feb 25, 2013, during the National Human Organ Donation Work Videoconference, the Red Cross and the Ministry of Health announced the termination of the pilot program and the subsequent implementation of a formal organ donation system. Huang stated, “If things go smoothly, it is projected that China’s organ transplants system will no longer rely on executed prisoners after two years.” Huang has since stepped down as vice minister, but continues to head the transplant office within the Ministry.

According to the Ministry of Health and the Chinese Red Cross, between the launching of the pilot program in March 2010 and its termination in February 2013, only 659 people donated 1804 major organs in the 164 participating transplant

---


hospitals.¹

According to Huang, by the end of 2012, about 64 percent of transplanted organs came from executed prisoners.² According to statistics from the National Health and Family Planning Commission (NHFPC), this number dipped to under 54 percent by August 2013.³ At the same time, cadaver organ donations from the general population rose to 23 percent.⁴ Huang also said that the Ministry would begin implementing the voluntary donation system in November. As part of this, all the 165 hospitals with a license to perform transplants were required to pledge to stop using organs harvested from death row inmates.⁵

On September 1, 2013, the “Interim Provision on Human Organ Procurement and Allocation” came into effect.⁶ Under the new law, every donated organ must be entered into the China Organ Transplant Response System database, or COTRS. Hospitals that fail to do so will have their transplant licenses revoked. COTRS,

---


³ The former Ministry of Health and former Office of Family Commission merged to form the National Health and Family Planning Commission after the National People’s Congress in March, 2013.


modeled after the transplant system used in the Untied States, is a computer system that allocates organs based on medical urgency and time spent on the waiting list. Theoretically speaking, doctors and hospitals will no longer have influence over who receives a specific donated organ. According to Huang, the system is designed to allocate organs “equitably and transparently.” Meanwhile, the Chinese Red Cross and organ procurement organizations in each of the 165 accredited transplant hospitals have been charged with promoting organ donation, finding potential donors and coordinating the donation process when actual donors become available.

Huang claimed that the unique design of the system “provides confidence” that the donation program will be “widely implemented and accepted by Chinese society.” While only one-third of donated organs are allocated through the system at present, Huang believed the system will be fully implemented by early 2014.

In November 2013, the China Organ Transplant Conference was held in Hangzhou, Zhejiang province. The Hangzhou Resolution was announced during the conference. The resolution compels all medical personnel to abide by RHOT. Moreover, it requires that all organs for transplantation come from legitimate sources, which entails mandating that only donors who express informed consent may make cadaveric donations. Starting in 2014, the government will inspect all 169 transplant hospitals. Facilities that do not pass inspection will have their licenses revoked. Chinese authorities projected that by mid-2014, China will completely end

---


its practice of using prisoners’ organs for transplants. After the conference, Huang told foreign reporters that courts have been told they are no longer allowed to offer organs to hospitals. He further asserted, “China has meted out fewer and fewer death sentences, so reliance on death-row inmates’ donations will become a dead end. So we must rely on voluntary donations.”

**Scandals and Deficiencies of the COTRS**

Even though the national organ donation system has only been operational for less than a year, several scandals have hampered progress.

In July, local branches of the Chinese Red Cross demanded that hospitals in Jiangsu and Guangdong provinces pay 100,000 RMB ($16,300) for each successful organ donation they organize. An Organ Procurement Organizations (OPO) worker at a transplant hospital said that the Red Cross Shenzhen branch asked for a specific price each time they provided with information about a potential donor, but it is unknown how much money the hospital was forced to pay.

In August 2013, the People’s Daily reported that an organ donation coordinator for the Shannxi branch of the Red Cross threatened to take away a critically injured patient’s breathing machine if the family refused to donate his organs in the event of a cardiac death. The coordinator, Liu Linjuan, said to the family of Zhang Xinxing that if they were willing to donate, “we can give you 100,000 RMB ($16,300). No more

---


than that.” Zhang’s family said that they initially felt grateful that the Red Cross lent them the breathing machine to use, but later felt that they were blackmailed.

Low confidence in the transparency and fairness of the organ donation system has discouraged people from donating organs, which further hinders development of a legitimate organ transplant system. As one young person told the Beijing News,

---

“I am not sure whether these organs will be used on the people who need them.”

The current lack of transparency of COTRS is a root cause of this mistrust. Unlike in the United States, where anyone can log onto the Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network’s website to look for or request information regarding every organ donation and transplant event in the United States, COTRS is not open to the public. Details regarding matching methodology are not released and information about donors and recipients are unknown to the public. An op-ed in the Guangming Daily asks, “With everything being done behind closed doors, how can the public trust that humans would not tamper with the computer system?”
Moreover, as Luo Gangqiang, director of the Organ Donation Center at the Wuhan branch of the Red Cross, points out, with the lack of supervision from a third party, how can patients trust that their information is correctly entered into the system and updated promptly?

Both the WHO and the Transplant Society applaud the Chinese government’s effort in developing the organ donation system. Successful implementation, however, depends on the extent to which new procedures will fairly allocate organs and the degree to which the public will trust the system, which in turn depends on enhancing

transparency and avoiding further scandals.¹


Major Events in the Development of China’s Organ Transplant System

► **1960**: First organ (kidney) transplantation surgery was performed;
► **1984**: Promulgated the “Provisional Regulations on the Use of the Corpses or Organs of Condemned Criminals,” the legal basis for harvesting organs from executed prisoners for use in transplantation;
► **1996**: Issued the “Circular on Questions Related to Further Strengthening the Management of Human Blood,” prohibiting organ trade domestically and internationally;
► **2004**: Kidney transplants peaked at about 10,000 annually;
► **2005**: The government first admitted that most of organs for transplants are derived from executed prisoners. Liver transplants peaked at about 3,000 annually;
► **2006**: Issued “Interim Provisions on Clinical Application and Management of Human Organ Transplantation,” requiring medical institutions to ensure the legitimacy of organ source and obtain written consent from donors;
► **2007**: The first national law on organ transplantation “the Regulation on Human Organ Transplantation” came into force;
► **2009**: Launched the pilot organ donation program to promote organ donation in the general population;
► **2010**: Leading transplant hospitals in 19 provinces and cities were approved to participate in the pilot donation program;
► **2013**: The organ donation system was implemented throughout the country. “The provision on Human Organ Procurement and Allocation (interim)” came into effect, requiring that donated organs be entered into the China Organ Transplant Response System;
► **2014**: By mid-2014, all hospitals licensed for organ transplants will be required to stop using organs from executed prisoners.
Over the years, the Chinese government has offered several excuses to dismiss or downplay its involvement in organ harvesting. One of these claims is that organ harvesting only occurs in isolated instances, placing blame on a few highly corrupt officials. This simply cannot be true.

The Provisional Regulations on the Use of Dead Bodies or Organs from Condemned Criminals clearly outlines directives for how various departments in the medical and judicial system are to coordinate executions and organ procurement procedures. Examination of the scope and scale of this practice reveals a highly developed and detailed system that could not function through the efforts of only a few corrupt officials. This chapter explains how the system of harvesting organs from executed prisoners undeniably requires the compliance and cooperation of all levels of the Chinese government, highlighting the fact that officials commit egregious human rights abuses at every step of this process.

Execution as a Tool for Political Power

State-led systematic organ harvesting is only possible when a large number of executions are carried out each year. China executes more prisoners than the
Pan Yanlong, middle of three people in the bottom right, has a sign around his neck as guards escort him to the side of a footpath between two fields. His death sentence was carried out soon afterward.

rest of the world combined, a fact that has drawn widespread international condemnation. Although the number of annual executions is considered a state secret and estimates provided by international organizations vary widely, the general consensus is that China executes thousands of people per year. International observers and foreign governments have also criticized the number of crimes for which one could be executed. Currently, 55 crimes are punishable by death, many of which are nonviolent or economic offenses. Moreover, many legal experts argue that China’s criminal justice system fails to provide basic due process protections to criminal defendants, including those charged with capital offenses. Among other appalling shortcomings, Chinese courts effectively permit the introduction of confessions obtained through police torture.

Executions carried out during strike hard (or yanda) campaigns are particularly problematic. Strike hard campaigns, periodic crackdowns against crime associated with growing societal unrest, entail the use of stiff penalties, public show trials, and mass executions to fight crime and quell dissent. Such campaigns enable authorities to efficiently execute a large number of alleged criminals without the burden of providing even a semblance of due process protections, thus substantially increasing the supply of organs for use in transplant surgeries.
The 1983 “Decision of the National People’s Congress Standing Committee regarding the Procedure for Rapid Adjudication of Cases Involving Criminal Elements Who Seriously Endanger Public Security” first outlined procedures for carrying out large-scale strike hard campaigns. The Decision empowered courts to waive the requirement in the 1979 Criminal Procedure Law of informing a defendant of criminal charges no less than seven days before commencement of trial. It also nullified the right of defendants to obtain legal counsel. Moreover, the Decision shortened virtually every step of the trial process, including reducing the period within which an appeal may be brought from 10 days to a mere three days. And those accused of a crime were considered guilty before trial. Furthermore, local cadres have been forced to meet imprisonment quotas during strike hard campaigns. Such demands have undoubtedly pressured officials to obtain confessions through illegal and improper means. At the same time, officials are acutely aware of the profit potential in harvesting organs from executed prisoners, adding an additional motive to press for the death penalty. Basically, strike hard campaigns promote brutal efficiency and expediency at the expense of justice. In light of this reality, untold masses of innocents have likely been executed during strike hard campaigns.

The Communist Party has launched four nation-wide strike hard campaigns. These crackdowns occurred in 1983, 1996, 2001 and 2010. During the 1983 campaign, which started in late July 1983 and lasted until around early 1987, about 24,000 people were sentenced to death. About 74 percent of them were eventually executed. In some courts, this rate was as high as 85 percent. Those executed included defendants convicted of minor sexual offenses under the crime of “hooliganism.” A young man from Sichuan was executed for kissing a stranger.

---

without her permission on the street. A woman sir named Wang was executed for having sexual relations with more than 10 men.

The second national strike-hard campaign was launched in April 1996. According to statistics compiled by Amnesty International, in 1995, Chinese courts handed down 3,110 death sentences and conducted 2,190 executions before the strike hard Campaign commenced. In 1996, the number of death sentences nearly doubled to 6,100, with 4,367 put to death. Since these numbers are derived from open-source reporting, actual figures are certainly much higher. During the 2001 strike hard campaign, from April to June 2001, at least 2,960 was sentenced to death and 1,781 executed in the three-month period. Amnesty International described the campaign as “nothing short of execution frenzy” and commented, “More people were executed in China in the last three months than in the rest of the world for the last three years.”

The strike hard campaigns have especially targeted the hundreds of millions of migrants who came to big cities every year in search of work and income. Although peasants are permitted to leave the countryside, it remains highly difficult for them to acquire urban household registration. Without the protection offered by official papers, these members of the so-called “floating population” become easy targets for the authorities.

---


III  The household registration -- or hukou -- system, requires migrant workers to be registered in their rural town of origin, not the city to which they live.

Since its inception, the CCP has used public sentencing rallies and public executions to instill fear in the hearts of all its citizens.¹ One unique aspect of this rule-by-fear policy involves an increased number of executions in the days surrounding national holidays. The government showcases its tremendous power as people come together from all regions of the country to celebrate. This incites nationalist sentiments and reminds people of the Communist Party’s willingness to use violent force against its citizens. Chinese authorities label this tactic “killing the chicken to scare the monkey.”

Reports on Hong Kong patients who received liver transplants in China have included quotes from doctors testifying to the plentiful supply of organs closer to the time of national holidays. One doctor explained, “Our experience tells us that there are many organs before the Lunar New Year and other big holidays. I cannot make it too clear.” He added, “If you miss this chance, you may have to wait until Labor Day.”² A former prosecutor of Hainan province, Wang Chengyong, also confirmed this practice in asserting: “Executions would always be before the holidays...Spring Festival, May Day and National Day...” While talking to Harry Wu in 1998, Wang quickly estimated that there would be at least 200 executions in Hainan province every year and that he personally could gain access to at least 50 of these 200. During a visit to the Tianjin First Central Hospital in 2006, a secretly recorded video shows the hospital staff telling a BBC reporter that a matching liver could be available in three weeks. The hospital staff member attributed this short wait period
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¹ The Supreme People’s Court issued a notice in 1986 banning public executions. Public executions thus began to fade away in the 1990s, mostly in big cities. They, however, are still carried out in many other parts of China today.

to an organ surplus resulting from an increase in executions ahead of the National Day on October 1.¹

From Prison Cell to Operating Room: The Procedures of Organ Harvesting Revealed

In the process of harvesting organs from executed prisoners, a government prescribed method directs judicial and health officials to maximize efficiency and secrecy. From the time it is determined that a prisoner may be a possible match for transplantation to the moment he is shot at the execution grounds, the prisoner serves as nothing more than a walking incubator maintaining the functionality of his organs.

A Case Study in the Chinese System of Organ Harvesting

In May of 1999, four men convicted of murder were executed in Xinyang city, Henan province. The sequence of events surrounding this case led the families of three of these men to believe that their sons had become victims of China’s system of organ harvesting.

Early on the morning of May 31, Rao Enhuai prepared her grandson to go visit his father in prison. Rao’s son, Zhao Wei, was a death row inmate who had been sentenced to death for the murder of his estranged wife. Rao did not know that her son was already on his way to be executed. It was
about seven in the morning when Rao received a phone call from her son’s friend, who told her that while on his way to work, he saw her son and the other criminals involved in his case on board a public security bureau vehicle on their way to their public sentencing rally and execution. Knowing that she had not received notification of any upcoming execution, Rao immediately headed to the location that her son’s friend had mentioned. By the time she arrived, the public sentencing rally was over. A guard confirmed that her son had just been executed and directed her to the local crematorium where she could wait for the arrival of the body.

At the crematorium, Rao waited for over an hour wondering why her son’s body had not yet been delivered and why she had not received notification of his execution. She also saw the family of another man who had been executed with her son that morning. They had received notification and their son’s body had already arrived. Finally, after over an hour’s wait, Rao returned home, distraught that she was unable to perform the final rites for her son. She contacted Liang Zhizhen, the mother of another prisoner involved in the case, only to hear that her family also had not been notified and had not been able to properly cremate their son’s body. It was this sequence of events that led the women to believe that their sons’ organs had been harvested, which prompted them to hire a private investigator.
The meticulous research of the investigator, Cheng Weimin, revealed the details exposing the inner workings of this case and the process of organ harvesting. Interviews with a witness revealed that after the four men were executed, one body was placed on an open-bed truck and sent directly to the crematorium. The other three bodies were loaded into white vehicles with tinted windows and covered license plates. These vehicles took an indirect route through the town, driving slowly and stopping at several points. The witness, Lu Dean, a friend of the executed men, followed the trucks at a distance on his motorcycle. He noticed that at one point certain articles were thrown out of the back of the vehicles. Lu testified that as the vans reached the crematorium, a surgeon emerged from the ambulance: “We saw a surgeon in the ambulance. Stripped bare to the waist, his face perspiring profusely, he was taking off surgical gloves. Another man handed him a towel to wipe his face. I closely watched what the surgeon was doing. Then, the people in the car threw out a bunch of things, which fell on the east side of the highway.” Lu collected these items and was shocked to discover that they included surgical gloves, gauze, blood transfusion bags (often used to aid in maintenance of heart function during surgery), and bags of saline solution (often used to preserve harvested kidneys).

The investigator also conducted interviews with the doctors who had surgically
placed the kidneys into recipient patients. He also spoke with the patients themselves. Everyone was aware and admitted on audio recordings that the organs had come from executed prisoners. He also discovered the existence of doctors who had worked on the cases prior to the execution. These doctors had taken blood samples from the three men to test their compatibility with prospective transplant recipients.
They had also given them anti-coagulant injections directly before the shooting to ease the process of organ removal.

The men were then taken to the execution site, shot in the head and rushed into the waiting ambulance. Inside the ambulance, on the way to the crematorium, the doctors harvested six kidneys and placed them into saline solution so they could be preserved while en route to two different nearby state-run hospitals. The prison had informed the hospitals ahead of time, which allowed the doctors to prepare the six patients. The patients and their families had already made arrangements with the hospitals and the public security bureau concerning the costs of the procedure.

It seems that officials at the prison had intentionally failed to notify the families of the condemned criminals. It was only by chance that the witness managed to follow the vehicles from the execution site and then inform the families of what had happened to their sons. When the families brought their case to the authorities, they were only provided a backdated execution notice and a container of ashes from a crematorium in another county.
State Mandated Secrecy in Organ Retrieval

In order to avoid inciting public outrage over a practice that offends both traditional beliefs and contemporary ethical standards, the 1984 “Provisional Regulations on the Use of Dead Bodies or Organs from Condemned Criminals” lays out the official guidelines for concealing the practice of harvesting of organs from executed prisoners. It states that vehicles on execution grounds are not permitted to bear health department insignia and doctors are not allowed to wear white medical uniforms. It further restricts access to execution grounds until the exaction operation is completed.¹

The case of Zhao Wei exemplifies this deceitful practice. In order to facilitate the secret harvesting of organs from these individuals, prison officials made sure their families were not notified of the execution date so that no one would be available on the scene to claim the body or to reject the harvesting of the organs. It is also likely that the families were misdirected to the wrong crematorium. Misinforming family members in this way ensured that the bodies were already cremated before anyone discovered anything unusual. Furthermore, Cheng, the investigator, provided more evidence of official attempts to conceal this gruesome practice, claiming, “Two of the corpses were loaded onto a white car and one onto an ambulance... The white car and the ambulance’s license plates were covered, the windows tinted and the doors sealed.”²

¹ “关于利用死刑罪犯尸体或尸体器官的暂行规定” Provisional Regulations on the Use of Dead Bodies or Organs from the Corpses from Condemned Criminals, 最高人民法院, 最高人民检察院, 公安部, 司法部, 卫生部, 民政部The Supreme People’s Court, the Supreme People’s Procuratorate, the Ministry of Public Security, the Ministry of Justice, the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Civil Affairs, October 9, 1984.
² Weimin Cheng. Investigation on the Case of Wan Qichao, Zhao Wei, and Zhang Jianyong.
Describing the process of transporting organs, former prosecutor Wang Chengyong asserted,

“Regarding the coordination by the hospital ...we must tell them about the situation ahead of time. When the time comes, the hospital’s vehicle will follow the execution vehicle from behind. The hospital vehicle, however, can’t enter within the warning security line, and can only park outside the line. But once the gunshot is heard... the medical vehicle will come in, arriving on the site. And if there’s anything that can be done on the scene, do that or just bring it back to the hospital.”

As part of his sentence, Pan Shan, a prisoner convicted of committing political crimes, was tasked with monitoring death row prisoners. He was assigned this duty because he was not a violent criminal. Pan also described the lengths to which the authorities went to conceal and facilitate organ transplant procedures. He asserted,

“They [death row prisoners] were denied the privilege to write letters, and could not hire an appeals lawyer until stringent investigations were completed. Under no circumstances could they see their family, and given the fact that many prisoners were incarcerated far from their home villages, family members would not know of the sentence unless the prisoner managed to hire an appeals lawyer.”


In January 2005, Wu Zhenjiang was convicted for killing a man in a brawl. His mother, Meng Zhaoping, said the judge asked for a bribe of 80,000 RMB ($13,000) to spare him from the death penalty. When she returned less than two weeks after initially managing to raise 60,000 RMB ($10,000), she found that her son had already been sentenced and shot. Meng had never got the chance to see her son’s body, which was quickly cremated after the execution. The workers at the crematoriums told Meng that a van had transported Wu’s body from Xi’an Jiaotong University’s School of Medicine. His body was tagged No. 207. Meng was certain that her son’s body was stripped of its organs. She later despaired, “I realize why they did not accept my 60,000 Yuan. It was because organs sell for much more than that.”


After years of denials, in 2005 the Chinese government finally admitted that they harvested organs from executed prisoners. Academics, however, had condemned the practice long before this official revelation. In his article entitled “Organ Transplants must be Open, Voluntary, and Transparent,” Zhang Zanning of the Jiangxi Academy of Social Sciences offers a direct and poignant critique of Chinese laws that allow for secrecy in organ procurement. Zhang states that such provisions are inappropriate for the following reasons:

- The 1984 law already specifies that written consent from criminals or written agreement from their families must be gained prior to their execution, which directly contradicts laws encouraging secrecy;
- Organ donation is a respectable practice, so it is unnecessary to mandate secrecy;
- Regulations promoting secrecy only serve as convenient protection for officials who skirt consent requirements for fear that families would object to organ extraction;
- Medical science proves that organs are best extracted as early as possible. As such, if procedures are not transparent, officials might extract organs from live patients in order to ensure organ quality. Regulations promoting secrecy thus potentially encourage extreme cruelty.¹

These remarks clearly point out the problems that arise when any procedure as sensitive as organ procurement is permitted to occur in secret. Not only does it increase the potential for abuse, but those who commit these abuses are also
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protected from public scrutiny and lawful punishment. Laws promoting secrecy in the transplant process represent one of many fundamental flaws in the Chinese system of organ procurement. As Zhang states, “Without provisions for oversight and enforcement of consent requirements, it is inevitable that officials will extract organs without obtaining proper consent.” As long as organ harvesting in China continues on such a secretive basis, large-scale abuses will continue to occur.

### Issue of Consent

#### Cultural Impediments

From the perspective of Chinese culture, donor consent in organ procurement involves several unique considerations that may be unfamiliar to a Western audience. In China, cadaveric donation is hindered by the belief in the necessity of preserving the wholeness of the body. According to ancestral traditions, a body must be returned to the ancestors in the same state in which it was received. Such teachings come from the writings of China’s most revered philosophers, including Confucius and Zeng Zi. According to the Scripture on Filial Piety, we receive our bodies, bones, skin and hair from our parents. As such, we must not dare to injure or wound them in any way. This is the root of filial piety. Viewed in the context of such remarks, organ donation remains a taboo subject, especially among elderly Chinese and people who espouse more traditional views.

Voluntary donation of kidneys is also inhibited through beliefs regarding the functional significance of the kidney. Traditional Chinese medicine regards kidneys as the storage location for the genuine yin and yang, or vital essence and vital function. In addition, many Chinese believe that the soul does not leave the body at
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the immediate point of death, but instead hovers close to the body for days or even months. Because of this, many believe that if the body is disturbed during this time, the soul or the ghost will become angry and will take out its revenge on living family members.¹

Furthermore, because filial piety is considered a key virtue in Chinese society, the family’s concern can often trump those of the individual. Even if the potential donor expresses a desire to donate, a family member can still block the donation. Huang Jiefu lamented that it would be very difficult to remove the donation criterion that requires family members to also give consent before organs are donated.²

Records of organ transplant in other Confucian-based societies reaffirm the influence of such beliefs and traditions. In Singapore, where the majority of the
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population is ethnically Han Chinese, despite mobilized campaigns of the National Kidney Foundation of Singapore, in the 14-year span from 1973 to 1987, only 25,000 people donated their kidneys under their opt-in scheme. This represents less than one percent of the population. Because of the low rate, in 1987, the Singapore legislature implemented an opt-out system called the Human Organ Transplant Act.¹

In Japan, where Confucianism has historically also been highly influential, taboos remained so strong that until recently, cadaveric donation was illegal. In 1997, the Japanese Parliament signed the Organ Transplant Law, providing a legal definition of brain death and establishing a national program for organ donation. Today, Japan is the developed nation with the lowest rates of organ donation in the world. In 2012, only 110 cadaver donations were made. The highest yearly number so far occurred in 2010 when 113 people made cadaveric donations.²

These are statistics from nations that have established nationwide systems for organ donation. The governments in these nations have combined their forces with numerous nonprofit organizations to boost awareness and ease taboos surrounding the idea of organ donation. Still, the results are not encouraging. It is difficult for anyone to believe that in China, a country that lacks such established programs, these taboos would be adequately addressed producing an environment conducive to donor consent, especially among the population of death row inmates.

**Manipulated Consent**


The 1984 Regulation stipulates that only uncollected corpses, corpses of executed prisoners who have given consent, or organs from prisoners whose families have given consent can be used in organ transplantation. In reality, however, governmental officials at all levels have concocted numerous methods to manipulate and circumvent these three conditions. Japanese sociologist Dr. Tsuyoshi Awaya divides the methods into four types:

► No procedure to get prisoners’ or their families’ consent takes place.
► The procedure is gone through perfunctorily and their refusal is ignored.
► The procedure is gone through, and if they refuse to donate their organs, compensation is paid to the family in order to change their mind.
► The procedure is gone through and if the prisoners refuse to donate their organs, money for prisoners’ expenses (food, lodging, etc.) is demanded in order to make them change their mind.¹

In July 2006, Yu Jianfang was executed for robbery and theft. After the execution, reporters from BBC went to Yu’s village in northern China to interview his father. When asked whether his son ever talked to him about donating his organs after his death, Yu’s father said, “I didn’t ever get to see my son. After he was arrested I wasn’t allowed to see him once. The day he was shot they called me and said I could come and pick up his ashes.”² When interviewed by the Japanese TV All-Nippon News Network in 1993, the father of another executed prisoner gave a similar answer: “It

¹ “Statement of Dr. Tsuyoshi Awaya,” US House of Representatives, International Relations Committee and the Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, June 16, 1998.
was all ashes when the body returned to us...we can’t do anything. If the government wants to use his organs, I have no choice.” I The Associated Press reported on a case where the prisoner’s liver and kidneys were all taken. Ri Chunfen and Ma Yujun, residents of a village outside the city of Qinhuangdao in Hebei province, told reporters of the horror of seeing their executed son’s mutilated corpse. They told reporters, “His right eye was gone and there was a 0.8-inch cut in the eye socket. They say it was a gunshot...We also found a long cut on his stomach that was sewn up.” The court official later admitted to the parents that his liver and two kidneys had been extracted. II

On the morning of July 12, 2013, Zeng Chengjie, a businessman and real estate developer from China’s Hunan province, was executed by firing squad. Mr. Zeng, 55, was convicted of illegal fundraising involving 3.4 billion RMB ($550 million). His daughter, Zeng Shan, later protested on Weibo, a twitter-like social networking site, that the court had not notified the family before her father’s execution. It was a full two days after his death that the Zeng family finally received the execution notice by mail. Postmarked “July 13,” the notice was allegedly issued on July 12, the day of Zeng’s execution. III The government cremated Zeng and did not disclose the record of events surrounding his execution. Many people on Weibo voiced their anger of the government’s practice and questioned whether Zeng’s organs were used in transplant surgeries. Although there is no way to know what happened to Zeng’s body, this kind of practice is typical. Families are not allowed to visit while the death

I Laogai Research Foundation archives.


row inmate is in prison. After execution, bodies are quickly cremated, destroying all evidence of organ removal.

Former prosecutor Wang Chengyong mentioned a class of prisoners that he refers to as “wandering criminals.” These are members of China’s floating population of migrants. This class is comprised of those who manage to find jobs performing work in extremely arduous conditions and those who are unable to find work. Those in the latter group remain stranded in cities. As a result of the household registration system, migrant are prohibited from accessing public services in the city where they live. The frustrations and pressures of living under such a system compels some to turn to a life of crime. Given the number of crimes that warrant the death penalty, many of these migrants end up on death row. Wang estimated that in Hainan province, approximately 25 percent of death row prisoners are “wandering criminals.” Since these people have migrated from many other places, they generally have no family in Hainan province. It is possible that their family will receive notification after the execution, but it is highly unlikely that they will be able to send someone to claim the body. In such event, the prisoner will automatically fall into the category of unclaimed cadavers and become subject to organ donation despite whatever objections he/her or his/her absent family might have. According to Wang, officials generally seek consent from the families who live in the city. In such cases, part of the money received
from patients seeking transplants goes to bribing families to provide consent. The amount required for this bribe may rise or fall depending on the strength of family objections to organ donation.

In other situations, authorities will simply overrule families that refuse to provide consent. One such case occurred in the previously cited 1999 case involving three murderers in Henan province. In the weeks before the unannounced execution, the mother of one of the prisoners refused to provide consent for the use of her son’s organs. Despite the wishes of the mother, Chinese authorities still harvested the organs, denying the family the right to maintain their traditional beliefs, to say nothing of their rights according to Chinese law.

Former prisoner Pan Shan also attested to the invalid nature of prisoners’ consent:

“The Chinese communist authorities state that death-sentence prisoners voluntarily donate their organs. But in my experience, this is an outrageous lie. First of all, none of them wanted to die. Of the thirty-seven executions that I witnessed, every one of them appealed for a new hearing of their initial sentencing. Since they did not want to die, how could they voluntarily donate their organs? Secondly, none of the condemned prisoners knew when they were to be executed, and it was only hours after the final official ruling had been pronounced that execution took place. Being tied up and given tranquilizing shots, how could they have the time and courage to make their will known to donate organs? So this is indeed a downright lie.
According to government regulation, families must claim the bodies of executed prisoners in four hours after execution, otherwise, the bodies would be cremated by the judicial department... In the three years I was detained, 260 people were incarnated or executed in the Nanhai detention center. Most of the prisoners are from other areas like Hunan, Sichuan, Guizhou or Northeast China. When their family learned of the execution, it was already 10 days or half a month past the execution day. How could they claim the corpses after so much time? The time interval gives officials a lot of conveniences. Right after execution, after the judge and prosecutor sign the proof of death document, the corpses are transported for harvested. As to handling of the corpses, there is no way that families of the executed would know of any irregularities. If they chose to claim the remains, they would be handed cremated ashes, making it impossible to know how the prisoners had been treated.”
Coercion is another method of manipulating the consent requirement. Yang Jun, a former doctor at Mudanjiang Cardiovascular Center in Heilongjiang Province, presented the case of a prisoner, deemed a potential “donor,” who was provided with better food for his last week on death row in exchange for his consent:

“In early December 1993, followed by other medical professionals, I went to the death row facility in Hailin Prison and conducted preliminary physical tests on the prisoner. We saw him lying naked on the cement floor of a solitary confinement cell with his face up, his limbs stretched out and his wrists, ankles, and neck locked by iron rings fixed on the floor...Prisoners appointed by the prison police fed him one meal a day. The preliminary sample test matched. Guarded by two dozen bailiffs, he was secretly escorted to our hospital for secondary physical tests. Again, the sample match passed...Nourishment was improved to enhance his
physical condition and to ensure top performance of his organs...After the prisoner told the administration that he was willing to donate his organs and signed his consent, the ‘ground shackle’ was unlocked, and he gained relative freedom, restricted by only handcuffs and leg irons.”

All kinds of human rights abuses are rampant in Chinese prisons. Besides the usual hitting and kicking, prison officials use sleep deprivation, cigarette burns, electroshock, and forceful physical contortions to extract confessions. There are many well-known cases of prisoners who were tortured into confessing crimes they did not commit, including capital crimes. One can only imagine the validity of a Chinese death row inmate’s consent for organ donation.

Pre-Execution Check-Up

The first step in the organ retrieval process is the pre-execution examination that occurs inside the prison. These examinations involve taking blood and cell samples from prisoners to determine a proper match. As doctors come into death row facilities to carry out such examinations, this step of the process requires coordination between doctors, prison officials and their supervisors at the public security bureaus.
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Former prisoner Pan Shan’s testimony offers insights into these examinations of death row prisoners. According to Pan, prisoners are escorted out of their cells to receive examinations about one week after the court sentences them to death. The practice is called “checking up on one’s physical condition,” but all the death row inmates in his Nanhai Prison knew that these “checkups” marked the beginning of execution procedures. Pan emphasized that only the young and strong death row prisoners were subject to such tests. Knowing of the cruel and undignified death that awaited them, some of these “death candidates” became highly distraught after these examinations, and often requiring closer monitoring.  

Dr. Yang Jun of Mudanjiang Hospital’s own experience with pre-execution checkups:

“I took part in a series of tests on death row prisoners. The transplants we did gained support from city and provincial government, even the central government too. This brought us much convenience... First in July of 1992 and again from April to September, 1993, a dozen times, after the court notified our hospital, I went to the court for the prisoners’ basic data including sex, age, general physical condition, blood type and records of diseases. Our hospital director and relevant specialists reviewed the materials together...After preliminary screening we singled out a twenty year old male prisoner, a rural migrant who had no relatives in  
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1 “Harry Wu, Executive Director of Laogai Research Foundation, and Pan Shan, former prisoner,” personal interviews, Laogai Research Foundation archives (San Francisco, 1998).
Dr. Qian Xiaojiang confirmed the pre-execution check-ups when he testified before the United States House of Representatives Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights in June 1996. In 1984, testified about his experience as a resident surgeon at the Anhui Provincial Hospital in Hefei, Anhui province when he traveled to Huainan city to perform blood tests on a death-row prisoner:

“We were to take blood samples in a small prison office. It was the first time I ever saw a death row prisoner in handcuffs and leg-irons. He was about 19 years old, with a lean face... The [prison] cadre said something to him, then pointed to us and said we were sent by the provincial security bureau to check his health.”

The specifics of these pre-execution arrangements certainly differ from region to region and from hospital to hospital. Nevertheless, in virtually all cases, court officials voluntarily provide prisoners’ information to hospitals, prison officials arrange for doctors to come inside the chambers of death row prisoners, and all parties abide by additional procedures to ensure secrecy. This uniform process involving close cooperation between medical, judicial and government officials points to a coordinated system sanctioned by all levels of the Chinese government.

I  “Harry Wu, Executive Director of Laogai Research Foundation, and Dr. Yang Jun,” personal interviews, Laogai Research Foundation archives (San Francisco, 1998).
Manner of Death

After the medical examination, if a prisoner is deemed fit for “donation,” the hospital will inform the court and the prison. When the court determines the execution date, the hospital will be notified to prepare for the harvesting and transplant surgeries, usually in accordance with government instructions. The next step would be to determine the prisoner’s manner of death; in other words, the best way to kill the prisoner so that his/her organs can be best preserved.

Firing Squad

The first Chinese Criminal Law, which was adopted in 1979, stipulated that executions should be carried out by firing squad. III Shooting the prisoner in the back of the head causes brain death while preserving organs such as the liver, heart, pancreas, and lungs. Another method of execution that facilitates organ harvesting is a gun shot at close range to the heart. A bullet through the heart allows for the corneas and teeth to remain intact. Corneas, like kidneys, are also in high demand. Teeth are used not only for the medical needs of certain patients but also for the training of dental students. IV

Pan Shan testified that the execution process began as early as six in the morning. Death row prisoners were bound and loaded onto trucks, driven to a public sentencing rally where they were individually denounced, injected with a tranquilizer and then driven to a public execution site. Pan said that after the execution was carried out, he witnessed the barely dead prisoners being loaded onto vans to be transported to


IV Harry Wu and Yang Jun, 1998
In earlier times, “donors” were killed even before they made it to the execution ground. Wei Jingsheng, a human rights activist who was jailed for his advocacy for democracy in the late 1970s, provided testimony at a hearing at the House of Representatives recounting what he witnessed. He said that while detained in 1978, he often heard rumors about condemned prisoners’ organs being removed for “use in medical research and in test organs.” A prison guard who escorted men about to be executed confirmed the rumors. The guard told Wei that on the day a death row inmate was scheduled for execution, the inmate would be given anesthesia in the prison where his/her organs would be harvested before being taken to the execution ground. The guard told him, “We use cloth to wrap them up and bring them to the execution ground. No one cares if they are alive or dead.” Later, Wei befriended 20-year-old prisoner named Zhang who was about to be executed. Wei and Zhang agreed that if they saw any people dressed in white clothes carrying medical bags at the execution grounds, they would shout, “I’m not sick. I don’t need a doctor.” If he did not see such people in white clothes with medical equipment, he would cry out as a normal prisoner. On the day Zhang was executed, when he was brought out, Wei heard Zhang’s voice coming from the end of the corridor, shouting, “I’m not sick. I
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1 Harry Wu and Pan Shan, June 1998.
don’t need a doctor!”

In some cases, prisoners were killed in hospitals in order to save the time of transporting the organs. Yang Jun from Mudanjiang Cardiovascular Center testified that he witnessed prisoners being led to the hospital morgue for execution.\textsuperscript{1} On June 5 and June 11, 1992, Yang assisted two heart transplant surgeries. The hearts were extracted from two men who were convicted of robbery and murder and subsequently sentenced to death. Both transplants occurred in a similar manner.

According to Yang, on June 5, an entourage of court personnel from Mudanjiang City Intermediate People’s Court and Mudanjiang City People’s Procuratorate escorted a prisoner bound with handcuffs and leg irons to the hospital. The judicial personnel were served tea while the hospital prepared two teams—one to ready the patient for surgery and the other to extract the heart from the condemned criminal. First, surgeons removed the heart from the waiting recipient and established external circulation through a bypass machine. Next, the execution process began. The prisoner, who had been injected with tranquilizers and was thus unable to walk, was dragged to the hospital morgue. Officials read his sentence and forced him to lay face down on the morgue floor. An executioner then shot him point blank

\textsuperscript{1} Testimony, US House of Representatives, Committee on International Relations, Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, June 4, 1998.
\textsuperscript{11} Harry Wu and Yang Jun, 1998.
in the back of the head. The dying prisoner received injections of medications that temporarily restored heart function and respiration. The hospital director removed the prisoner’s heart and then changed into scrub in preparation for the transplant surgery, which was to take place in the next room. Court judges and prosecutors enjoyed dinner while watching the transplant operation on closed circuit television.

Having successfully completed two heart transplants, doctors and staff at the Mudanjiang Cardiovascular Hospital prepared to perform two identical combined heart-lung transplant surgeries. Yang assisted with the screening process for these surgeries. Due to the complexity of the procedure, the screening process was much more extensive than it had been for the previous heart transplants. Finding donor organs, however, was not a problem due to the ample supply of young death-row inmates in suitable physical condition.

The hospital attempted the two surgeries: one in September 1993 and the other in December of the same year. Similar to the previously mentioned heart transplants, the prisoner was brought to the hospital for execution. For the first operation, the condemned prisoner, about twenty years of age, had been convicted of robbery and murder. Apparently, the prisoner was unaware that the guards had brought him to the hospital to be put to death. Upon realizing this, he became very distraught and requested to see his sister, his only living relative, for one last time. The vice president of the executive court mocked him, saying, “Why do you want to see your relatives? I am your relative, and the Communist party is your relative.” The prisoner was then summarily executed. When doctors opened his chest, however, it was revealed that he suffered from tuberculosis pleurisy, making the entire procedure highly difficult. The transplant was not a success.

While the corpse was being prepared for post-mortem photographs, an official
noticed that the executioner had fired too high. The bailiff then gratuitously fired another shot at the correct positions on the prisoner’s head. The body was subsequently sent to a crematorium.

A 28-year-old prisoner was selected for the second heart-lung transplant attempt. On December 25, 1993, the prisoner was brought to the hospital for his execution. As he had been extraordinarily cooperative, officials allowed him to join judicial authorities in a feast prior to his execution. The same people with whom he feasted took his life thirty minutes later. Both the organ removal process and subsequent transplant procedure went smoothly, resulting in China’s first successful combined heart-lung transplant surgery. Only 72 hours later, however, the recipient died from sudden rejection of the donor organ.

**Lethal Injection**

China’s Criminal Procedure Law was amended in 1996. The amended version provided, “A death sentence shall be executed by such means as shooting, injection, etc.” China’s first execution using lethal injection took place on March 28, 1997 in Kunming in the southwestern province of Yunnan. According to former President of the Yunnan Provincial High People’s Court Zhao Shijie, adopting lethal injection as a means of execution symbolized the “civilized and humane development” of
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China’s death penalty system. Moreover, the humanitarian aspect, according to an article on the official Xinhua website, using lethal injection also “saves manpower and cost” and does not “pollute the environment and disturb residents.” Such progress, however, is not without caveats.

According to a debate on the use of lethal injection in Thailand reported, appeals court judge Charan Pakdithanakul expressed concern that corrupt officials could manipulate the procedure. He stressed that if lethal injection were allowed in Thailand as a method of execution, there would have to be very strict procedures and checks to ensure that prisoners were not abused. Pakdithanakul worried that instead of receiving a dosage adequate to induce immediate death, a prisoner could instead be injected with a potent tranquilizer. The prisoner, seemingly dead, might then have his/her organs harvested prior to the actual execution.

Mobile execution vans, vehicles in which prisoners are administered lethal injections, are used in executions in China. In March 2003, the Yunnan provincial government allocated 18 vans to 18 intermediate courts. Mobile execution vans later became widely adopted across the country. According to the then president of Zunyi Intermediate Court in Yunnan Province Li Zuliang, who participated in designing the first large execution van, the use of execution vans is more cost-effective because
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II ibid.

it reduces costs associated with transporting prisoners to the place of execution. It can also enhance the deterrence rationale for the death penalty by transporting prisoners to the place where they committed their crime. However, as Sharon Hom, executive director of Human Rights in China, pointed out, the use of mobile execution vans “facilitate the back-market trade in organ sales particularly because there is no access for independent monitors, such as the Red Cross.” Given China’s record on organ harvesting, the scenario Thai judge Pakidthanakul raised could certainly happen in those secretive mobile death chambers. It is perhaps worth noting that harvesting fresh organs from live donors would advance a primary rationale for using these vans: to reduce the time between organ extraction and the transplant operation.

**The Brain Death Issue**

After performing the execution, officials are theoretically charged with determining whether the prisoner actually died. Various ethical and religious considerations have led to competing definition of death. Brain death, a commonly used legal standard for determining death, occurs following the irreversible cessation of brain activity. Under this definition, respiration and heart function may continue after death through the use of life-support technology. This is vital because organs used in transplant surgeries must be removed before blood stops flowing or within minutes after the heart stops. The exact methods of monitoring brain function and precise standards for the pronouncing death vary by jurisdiction, but these standards are all regarded as crucial elements of organ donation programs. The Declaration on Human Organ Transplantation states:

---

When an organ is to be transplanted from a donor after the donor’s death, the death of the donor shall have been determined independently by two or more physicians who are not involved in the transplantation procedure... In making this determination, each physician will use currently accepted scientific tests, and criteria that are consistent with the ethical requirements and professional standards established by the National Medical Association and other appropriate medical organizations in the community.

China currently has no legal standards for determining brain death. Many medical professionals, however, have advocated the creation of such standards. In 2003, the Ministry of Health published technical diagnostic criteria and operational specification for brain death. Although only drafts of proposed laws, subsequent public disapproval of such measures discouraged the government from adopting formal standards.¹ In the absence of a national policy, provinces and even hospitals have devised their own standards.

In reality, court officers or prison guards rarely carefully examine prisoners to determine death prior to extracting their organs. Former prosecutor Wang Chengyong claimed that a warden would often pronounce death after merely observing that a prisoner’s pupils were dilated.¹¹ Often times, organs are removed at the sight of


execution immediately after the shot is fired, leaving no time to determine brain death by any definition. Without such standards, as Zhang Zanmin pointed out, extraction of organs can become tantamount to murder since there has been no confirmation of the death of the “donor.”

Even if the central government formulated a definition of brain death, it is not clear that the Chinese medical community and prison authorities would abide by a uniform standard. As testimonies show, organ procurement doctors often fail to meet current cardiac arrest standards for determining death, removing organs while a prisoner’s heart still beats. In one such account, Dr. Shao Ming of Guangming Hospital described that he could feel “trembling and pulses in the limbs” of the prisoner from whom he extracted organs. Dr. Qian Xiaojiang claimed a fellow doctor told him that this situation is not uncommon. If the prisoner still has a pulse, he would be shot again after organ extraction.\(^1\) It is unlikely that a uniform standard for brain death would improve practices. Pressures to produce fresh organs would likely continue to outweigh humanitarian concerns.

**Intentionally Botched Executions**

The lack of uniform standards for determining death is not the only impediment to ensuring that inmates are deceased during the organ extraction process. In at least four documented cases, executioners intentionally botched executions in order to ensure that organs are harvested prior to the cessation of heart function. Such inhumane practices provide higher quality organs at the expense of the condemned.

**Execution Soldier’s Testimony**

---

\(^1\) Testimony, House of Representatives Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights, June 18, 1996.
Zhong Haiyuan was a young elementary school teacher in Ganzhou, Jiangxi province. She was detained in 1975 for her unwavering support for Li Jiulian, a political activist who denounced the Party leadership and was later executed. In 1978, Zhong was executed and her kidneys were harvested in the most brutal way. Ten years later, one of the executioners, Xiong, gave his account to the public in order to assuage his guilty conscience.¹

On April 29, 1978, Xiong was asked to meet with Deputy Battalion Commander Huang and another person named You. Deputy Commander Huang told You and Xiong:

There is a pilot hospitalized in our Hospital 94. His father is the deputy commander of the Nanjing Military Region. The man has renal failure. His current situation is very dangerous. One of his kidneys has completely lost functions. The other one is deteriorating. Hospital 94 did a lot of research and decided to conduct a kidney transplant. The surgery is very difficult. In foreign countries, it would be called “successful” if a patient lived more than three months after the surgery. In China, the most

¹ The story was obtained by historian Zhu Yi who has spoken directly with the soldier. In the email correspondence with LRF, Zhu Yi requested not to reveal the soldier’s real name.
successful outcome was 20 days. The hospital has the confidence it can break the record, and the parents of the pilot have signed the papers. The kidney source, you should know without asking, is a death row inmate. According to medical studies, females' kidneys are better than males', especially young females. In order to ensure the success of the surgery, we need to find a young female death row prisoner. The hospital has been looking for potential donors everywhere. See, your detention unit has one. But things are not that easy. There is one problem. After the execution, the court has to confirm the death and take photos. They need to make sure the prisoner is dead. The hospital, however, needs a live person’s kidney. Kidney harvesting has to be done before death. To pay attention to both sides is complicated. The hospital contacted our leadership after learning that we will be the unit carrying out the execution. Our leaders ordered us to do our best to assist the hospital to accomplish this harvesting mission. Only the three of us know this right now. Tomorrow we will be carrying out the execution. As to who will do the shooting, we will decide tomorrow. Anyway, it is one of us three. But, no matter who will give the gunshot, it absolutely cannot be on the left side of the chest. The heart is at the left side. If we shoot that place, the person dies. You absolutely must remember that!

The next day, Zhong Haiyuan was first taken to the prison’s ballroom for an open
trial where her “crimes” were denounced and she was publicly humiliated. Outside of the ballroom, Chen saw a van on prison grounds in which a doctor wearing a white gown and a mask was sitting with military personnel. The doctor introduced himself:

I am here to give injections to the prisoner. This injection is imported. It was transported by air from Shanghai last night. It is for maintaining the quality of the kidney. We need to give three shots before the execution. The shots will be very painful, so you need to be extra careful. You cannot allow her to scream or struggle.

Zhong was brought into the van after her public humiliation. The van then headed to the execution ground in Xinjian county. A jeep in which court personnel were sitting led the way. A military truck loaded with soldiers responsible for guarding the execution scene followed the van. While on the way to the execution ground, the military doctor gave Zhong three shots, two on each side of her waist and one in her hip. He did not even bother to take off or lift her clothes. The thick and long needles went into Zhong’s body through her clothes. “I clearly felt her body trembling because of the excruciating pain,” Xiong recounted.

Upon arriving at the execution ground, Chen and You dragged Zhong out of the van. Deputy Commander Huang jumped in and shot her at point-blank range on the right side of her back. Three or four doctors in white coats immediately rushed over and carried Zhong to a military van. The curtains on the van were open. Xiong saw an operating table, a light and several nurses and doctors. Blood dripped off from the operating table down to the floor. The chief surgeon murmured behind his surgical mask, “Hurry up! Hurry up! She’s dead!” One of the doctors began mopping, perhaps because the blood made the floor slippery. He dipped the mop in the bucket
and wrung it out for several times. Xiong saw the bucket was half full of blood.

After the operation, Zhong was dressed and thrown off the truck. Afterwards, personnel from the public security bureau and the court came to take photos.

**Dr. Chen Miao’s Testimony**

Dr. Chen Miao, formerly a surgeon at the West China Medical University in Chengdu, Sichuan province, told Harry Wu of an instance in March 1986 when he and two other surgeons were driven to a prison in Sichuan’s Xindu county on orders from the university Party branch. At the prison, they surgically extracted both kidneys from a living anesthetized prisoner. “On our way back to the hospital after the procurement, we asked how this guy was going to live if he had no kidneys. We were told that he was going to be executed the next day,” Dr. Chen said. Immediately after the surgery, a helicopter transported the kidneys to a local hospital for transplantation into the body of a high-ranking military official.  

**Dr. Wang Guoqi’s Testimony**

Wang Guoqi was a doctor and burn specialist at the Tianjin Armed Police General Brigade Hospital in Tianjin. From 1988 to 2000, he participated in several kidney

---

1 Recorded conversation, Laogai Research Foundation archives.
harvesting activities and performed over a hundred skin removal procedures on executed prisoners. On June 27, 2001, he gave a testimony before the US House of Representative detailing his experiences. The following are excerpts from his testimony:

My involvement in harvesting the skin from prisoners began while performing research on cadavers at the Beijing People’s Liberation Army Surgeons Advanced Studies School, in Beijing’s 304th Hospital. This hospital is directly subordinate to the PLA, and so relations between doctors and officers were very close. In order to secure a corpse from the execution grounds, security officers and court units were given “red envelopes” with cash amounting to anywhere between 200-500 Yuan (35 to 50 dollars) per corpse. Then, after execution, the body would be rushed to the autopsy room rather than the crematorium, and we would extract skin, kidneys, livers, bones, and corneas for research and experimental purposes. I learned the process of preserving human skin and tissue for burn victims, and skin was subsequently sold to needy burn victims for 10 Yuan (2 dollars) per square centimeter (0.16 square inch).

After completing my studies in Beijing and returning to Tianjin’s Paramilitary Police General Brigade Hospital,
I assisted hospital directors Liu Lingfeng and Song Heping in acquiring the necessary equipment to build China’s first skin and tissue storehouse. Soon afterward, I established close ties with Section Chief Xing, a criminal investigator of the Tianjin Higher People’s Court.

Acquiring skin from executed prisoners usually took place around major holidays or during the government’s strike hard campaigns, when prisoners would be executed in groups. Section Chief Xing would notify us of upcoming executions. We would put an order in for the number of corpses we’d like to dissect, and I would give him 300 RMB (50 dollars) per cadaver. The money exchange took place at the Higher People’s Court, and no receipts or evidence of the transaction would be exchanged.

Once notified of an execution, our section would prepare all necessary equipment and arrive at the Beicang Crematorium in plain clothes with all official license plates on our vehicles replaced with civilian ones. This was done on orders of the criminal investigation section. Before removing the skin, we would cut off the ropes that bound the criminals’ hands and remove their clothing. Each criminal had identification papers in his
or her pocket that detailed the prisoner’s name, age, profession, work unit, address, and crime. Nowhere on these papers was there any mention of voluntary organ donation, and clearly the prisoners did not know how their bodies would be used after death.

We had to work quickly in the crematorium, and 10-20 minutes were generally enough to remove all skin from a corpse. Whatever remained was passed over to the crematorium workers. Between 1998 and 2000, about five to eight times a year, the hospital would send a number of teams to execution sites to harvest skin. Each team could process up to four corpses, and they would take as much as was demanded by both their hospital and fraternal hospitals. Because this system allowed us to treat so many burn victims, our department became the most reputable and profitable department in Tianjin. Huge profits prompted our hospital to urge other departments to design similar programs. The urology department thus began its program of kidney transplant surgeries. The complexity of the surgery called for a price of 120 to 150 thousand RMB per kidney.

With such high prices, primarily wealthy or high-ranking people were the primary patients for kidney transplants. If they had the money, the first step would be to find a donor-recipient match. In the first case of kidney transplantation in August 1990, I accompanied
the urology surgeon to the higher court and prison to collect blood samples from four death-row prisoners. The policeman escorting us told the prisoners that we were there to check their health; therefore, the prisoners did not know the purpose for their blood samples or that their organs might be up for sale. Out of the four samplings, one basic and sub-group blood match was found for the recipient, and the prisoner’s kidneys were deemed fit for transplantation.

Once a donor was confirmed, our hospital held a joint meeting with the urology department, burn surgery department, and operating room personnel. We scheduled tentative plans to prepare the recipient for the coming kidney and discussed concrete issues of transportation and personnel. Two days before execution, we received final confirmation from the higher court, and on the day of the execution, we arrived at the execution site in plain clothes. In the morning, the donating prisoner had received a heparin shot to prevent blood clotting and ease the organ extraction process. When all military personnel and condemned prisoners would arrive at the site, the organ-donating prisoner was brought forth for the first execution.

At the execution site, a colleague, Xing Tongyi, and I were responsible for carrying the stretcher. Once the handcuffed and leg-ironed prisoner had been shot, a bailiff removed the leg irons. Xing Tongyi and I had 15 seconds to bring the prisoner to the waiting
ambulance. Inside the ambulance, the best urologist surgeons removed both kidneys, and rushed back to the waiting patient-recipient at the hospital. Meanwhile, our burn surgery department waited for the execution of the three prisoners, and followed their corpses to the crematorium where we removed skin in a small room next to the furnaces. Since our director had business ties with the Tianjin Ophthalmologic Hospital and Beijing’s 304th Hospital, he instructed us to extract the prisoners’ corneas as well.

Although I performed this procedure nearly a hundred times in the following years, it was an incident in October 1995 that has tormented my conscience to no end. We were sent to Hebei Province to extract kidneys and skin. We arrived one day before the execution of a man sentenced to death for robbery and murder of a would-be witness. Before execution, I administered a shot of heparin to prevent blood clotting to the prisoner. A nearby policeman told him it was a tranquilizer to prevent unnecessary suffering during the execution. The criminal responded by giving thanks to the government.

At the site, the execution commander gave the order, “Go!,” and the prisoner was shot to the ground. Either because the executioner was nervous, aimed poorly, or intentionally misfired to keep the organs intact, the prisoner had not yet died, but instead lay convulsing on the ground. We were ordered to take him to the
ambulance anyway where urologists Wang Zhifu, Zhao Qingling and Liu Qiyou extracted his kidneys quickly and precisely. When they finished, the prisoner was still breathing and his heart continued to beat. The execution commander asked if they might fire a second shot to finish him off, to which the county court staff replied, “Save that shot. With both kidneys out, there is no way he can survive.” The urologists rushed back to the hospital with the kidneys, the county staff and executioner left the scene, and eventually the paramilitary policemen disappeared as well. We burn surgeons remained inside the ambulance to harvest the skin. We could hear people outside the ambulance, and fearing it was the victim’s family who might force their way inside, we left our job half-done, and the half-dead corpse was thrown in a plastic bag onto the flatbed of the crematorium truck. As we left in the ambulance, stones pelted us from behind.

**Dr. Enver Tohti’s Testimony**

Enver Tohti grew up in Urumchi. He graduated from Shihezi Medical School in 1985 and later was assigned to be a surgeon at Urumchi Railway Central Hospital, now the Fifth Affiliated Hospital of the Xinjiang Medical University. In April 2013, Tohti gave LRF his account of a kidney harvesting activity in which he participated:

In the summer of 1995, either in July or August, on a Tuesday, Mr. Wang, the head of our department, asked me whether I wanted to go out with him to “see the world” and whether I had surgery scheduled for
tomorrow. I said I did not and would like to go. I later figured out that I was picked was because I was the only one who was not scheduled to perform surgery the next day. Wang asked me to find Mr. Zhang, the ambulance driver at our hospital and to bring my two assistants, Mr. Shao and Mr. Guo, with me the next day. He also asked me to bring the “special surgical instrument set,” the highest-grade set used for the most complicated surgeries. Wang also said that he already informed the two anesthetists who would be with us tomorrow. Wang told me to be ready and wait for him at 9:30 in the morning at the gate of the hospital. I followed all his orders.

The next day, I waited at the gate with my surgical set, two assistants, and nurse Ms. Fan. Going to the field with all our surgical tools excited us. While waiting, the two anesthetists came.

We hopped onto the ambulance. It was just a regular van with a siren and a bed in it, nothing else. Wang with our division head whose last name was also Wang, were in another car and asked us to follow them. From the direction the vehicles were heading to, I figured out that we were going towards the Western Mountain, thus I thought we were heading to the Western Mountain Hospital. About 40 minutes to an hour later, we arrived at a place that I had never visited. Zhang, the driver,
then said, “This seems to be the Western Mountain Execution Ground.”
I asked, “What are we doing here on the execution ground?” But I dared not to say more. Then the Wangs came and ordered us to wait here. The nurse asked me repeatedly, “Why are we here?” “What are we going to do?” I didn’t know the answers either.

There was a hill in front of us. The execution ground was on the other side of the hill, so we couldn’t see it. Wang told us that after hearing the gunshot, we should immediately go to the other side of the hill. I don’t
know how long we waited, maybe 15 minutes, maybe an hour. We first heard vehicles moving and someone blew whistles and shouted, “Come to attention! Gather Together!” Soon after, we heard about seven or eight gunshots.

We jumped into the van and were soon on the other side of the hill. We saw many soldiers of the Armed Police, maybe several dozens, maybe about a hundred. There was a row of Armed Police trucks parked far away.

There was an executed prisoner every four to five meters. You could see them clearly. They were shot from behind. Their hands were tied behind their back. Their faces pushed into the ground and their rears pointed towards the sky. Some were leaning on their side, including the man on whom we later operated. The soldiers pointed at a man at the very end of the row and said to me, “This one!”

Both Wangs then came and told me, “Dr. An, it now all depends on your skills. Take out the liver and both kidneys!” Two soldiers and my two assistances put the man on to the stretcher and carried the stretcher into the van. I wanted to tie the man’s limbs down. Then one person said, “No need to do that. He’s already dead.” Another person said, “No, he’s not dead yet.” I can’t recall who said those words. Nurse Fan laid the surgical

---

1 The People’s Armed Police is a paramilitary force in China primarily responsible for civilian policing.
tools open. Then the two Wangs came into the van and ordered me to open the chest from the center and cut through to the navel. I was next told to cut the sides open from the navel. This was to create the broadest view. It was very clear that the man was not dead during the surgery. As a surgeon, I know that when you open the abdomen, the thing that you want to see the most is patient bleeding, because bleeding means the person is alive. If there is no bleeding, it means the heart has stopped beating and the blood is no longer running through the veins.

While cutting the chest, I used gauze to stop bleeding. Wang said, “No need to do that. Be quick. Be quick. Don’t mind so much. Time is limited. Get in there immediately.” So we opened the chest as quickly as possible. There wasn’t so much bleeding, but you could still see the bleeding. It means that the blood was still running. I could see the gunshot on the right side of the chest, not on the left side, not on the heart. Another distinction was that the heads of all the other executed prisoners were shaved. His was not. He still had hair. The Wangs emphasized that as long as I could guarantee the liver and the kidneys were not damaged, I didn’t have to worry about other organs. My assistants and I used forceps to clip the surroundings, and I used scissors to quickly cut out the organs. I did it very fast because I wasn’t worried about damaging
the surrounding organs. After cutting out the organs, Wang put them in two containers and ordered us to suture the wounds. My two assistants did that. The two anesthetists sat next to the driver. They didn’t do anything the whole time we were there. I later thought that if the prisoner was strong, he might struggle after the gunshot. Then the anesthetists could be useful. They could give him a shot so the man could lie there quietly. As the prisoner didn’t move, the anesthetists were useless.

The two soldiers came over after the procedure was completed., They opened the door and took the man out of the van. I couldn’t tell whether the man was still alive then. Wang told me, “Ok, now you take your people back to the hospital. Treat this incident as it never happened!”

We all said, “OK,” and then headed back to the hospital. The two Wangs went into another car and left too. I had no idea where they were going. They didn’t go back to the hospital that day.

The transplant operation was not carried out in our hospital, and I had no idea why we were asked to harvest the organs at that time. Later I thought that maybe because railway court sentenced the prisoners to death and the railway police carried out
the executions.¹. Maybe that was why our hospital was called to harvest the organs. After this incident, the Wangs never mentioned it ever again. Among the six of us, we had never discussed it either. It was taboo.

Evidence from Other Sources

Verified reports of such gruesome practices are few and far between. Due to the secrecy surrounding the entire process, it is impossible to estimate the frequency at which organ removal prior to donor death occurs. However, search results on Baidu, a popular Chinese search engine, for the terms “death,” “prisoners,” “execution” and “organ harvesting” turn up hundreds of anecdotes describing such practices. For example, one person said that his friend, a doctor, confided to him that he regretted participating in organ harvesting procedures. Another person said his/her friend, also a doctor, did not want to harvest organs from executed prisoners but was forced to do so by his/her boss.²

In April 2013, during a casual chat with patients in the waiting area of Tongji Hospital in Hubei province, one female patient who had a kidney transplant eight years ago described to LRF staff what she considered common knowledge within the transplant community in China: “[Prisoners] had blood drawn and tested when in the prison, and once executed, [their organs] were immediately taken...”³ She added,

¹ The Chinese railway previously had its own police force and court system.
³ Recorded conversation, Laogai Research Foundation archives.
“The executed prisoners in the past...had their organs taken before execution.” Although it would be difficult to verify these accounts, the sheer number of similar stories online shows that organ harvesting from executed prisoners is so prevalent that it is common knowledge among Chinese citizens.

**The Money Trail**

Patients who receive organs harvested from executed prisoners must pay large sums of money for the procedure. From the very outset of the organ retrieval process, one can trace the money trail that flows from the patient to various officials in the prison system, the courts and the hospitals. Court officials are first paid for providing information on specific death row inmates. Prison officials are also paid to permit doctors to test prisoners for patient suitability. If a prisoner is selected as an ideal candidate for organ removal, personnel from the procuratorate, the court, the public security bureau and the people’s armed police unit are informed and accordingly bribed. Needless to say, doctors receive payment for services they offer, including organ extraction and transplantation. Brokers, especially those who arrange transplants for foreigners, also charge large fees for their services.
Simon Leong, a Malaysian patient who underwent a kidney transplant in the Third Military Medical University Third Affiliated Hospital in Chongqing in 1998, told the New York Times that money was paramount for the surgeons. Besides paying the operation fee $10,000, a discounted price they worked out with a broker, Mr. Leong and his wife, Karen Soh, also bought expensive wine, cigarettes and other gifts for the surgeons. They also distributed “red envelope” filled with cash to doctors and assistants.\(^I\) Karen Soh stressed the priority that is placed upon earning profit from transplant procedures. Soh told reporters that one Malaysian woman who ran out of cash was taken off cyclosporine and other necessary immunosuppressant for a day and later died from infection. In addition to the standard operation fees, all patients must give “gifts” to doctors and officials involved in the procedure.\(^I\)

In April 2013, when visiting the Tianjin First Central Hospital, a woman whose husband had a kidney transplant 11 months earlier told a LRF staff member that she and her husband used personal connections to shorten the waiting process. When asked whether doctors took money. The women replied, “Of course! They all take money. No one would reject.” She also confirmed that the more money the doctor received, the quicker a patient could receive an organ for transplant. Dr. Chen Gang of Tongji Hospital also advised the LRF staff member that a person could obtain an organ transplant sooner if she, “befriended the person in charge of matching organ transplants” because she “would have more chances” of finding a match quickly. He also admitted that obtaining an organ is “not only about waiting in the line” because “this or that leader/superior would give (extra) instructions,” indicating that personal


\(^I\) Ibid.
People’s Hospital of Peking University transplant doctor Huang Lei answers patients’ questions on social media forum Weibo regarding the price of liver in his hospital and the waiting time. Dr. Huang said a hospital-provided liver is about 600,000 RMB ($100,000) and the waiting period is one to two months.

Online postings and advertisements support the veracity of these admissions. Internet anonymity, however, encourages even more candidness. In December 2009, a patient asked on Baidu Zhidao, Baidu’s community driven question-answer forum, “How much does it cost to have a kidney transplant in Xi’an? I have registered for a transplant in Xi’an for a year from now. Can I register in different areas and different hospitals?” A person answered, “40,000 to 50,000 RMB ($6,700 to $8,300) is the low end. Sixty thousands to 70,000 ($10,000 to $12,000) is the high end, but this price is contingent upon the procedure going smoothly. The price of the kidney is about 50,000 to 60,000 RMB ($8,300 - $10,000). In places where there is a tight supply, the price would be higher. If you don’t explore other avenues, you often have to wait for one or two years. You can of course register at other hospitals, but the likelihood of succeeding is

1 Recorded conversations, Laogai Research Foundation archives.
low. Waiting for an organ is really only about gaining access to the doctors. It is only about one word: money."

The kidney price mentioned here is the price by going through the “legal” channel, meaning getting it from executed prisoners, rather than from living donors on the black market. In 2009, on another similar forum called SOSO, a person who had a kidney transplant at the General Hospital of Nanjing Military Command said, “If the kidney is from a family member, the cost of operation is more than 50,000 RMB ($8,300). And a kidney from postmortem donation costs an extra 40,000 RMB ($6,700).” In 2011, the cost of a kidney seems to rise to 80,000 RMB ($13,300) at the same hospital. Another person from Xuzhou in Jiangsu province posted a question in January 2012 asking about the cost of kidney transplant in his area. A person responded, “A hospital provided kidney is about 60,000 RMB ($10,000), but it is very difficult to get it, unless you have your people in the hospital. Besides the kidney cost, the operation itself is about 150,000 RMB ($25,000).”

On China’s largest medical website, Hao Daifu (Good Doctor), reputable doctors from large hospitals are invited to answer questions posted by patients and their families. In March 2011, Dr. Li Chao of the 309th Hospital of the Chinese People’s Liberation Army wrote that the cost of a kidney in their hospital is about 100,000
RMB ($16,700) and the total cost of operation is about 200,000 RMB ($33,300).\(^1\) Dr. Ming Changsheng of Tongji Hospital in June 2013 answered a question posted by a patient. He said that the operation cost for a family-donated kidney transplant was about 120,000 to 150,000 RMB ($20,000 to $25,000).\(^2\) Three months earlier, he told another patient seeking a postmortem donation that the operation cost was more than 300,000 RMB ($50,000).\(^3\) The price difference tells that the kidney is “worth” about 150,000 RMB ($25,000) in Dr. Ming’s hospital.

From various online sources, one can see that an executed prisoner’s kidney is worth ranging from 40,000 to 150,000 RMB ($6,700 to $25,000). Because the supply is growing increasingly scarce, the price of a kidney has been going up. Considering that a prisoner’s other organs are likely equally utilized, the profits made from one executed prisoner are enormous. Furthermore, the charges mentioned above certainly do not include the extra bribes paid by patients to doctors and nurses while hospitalized.

---


The Cost of a Kidney Transplant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kidney from a Family Member</th>
<th>Kidney From a Executed Prisoner</th>
<th>Kidney From the Black Market</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operation Cost</strong></td>
<td>50,000 -150,000RMB($8,300-25,000)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kidney Cost</strong></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40,000 -150,000RMB ($6,600-25,000)</td>
<td>200,000+RMB ($33,000+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bribes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Varies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides those willing to pay high sums of money, there are two other groups of people who are able to gain access to the organs of executed prisoners. The first group is comprised of well-connected officials and their families, who can exploit political resources to obtain an organ. Such people often receive preferential treatment on account of their political connections. Gaining easy access to organs is no exception.

There are also reports of peasants and other disadvantaged members of society receiving transplant operations through participating in experimental studies. Doctors often target peasants when certain methods or procedures are still in the experimental stages, when survival rates are significantly lower. These peasants know they have no means of paying for a transplant through the conventional channel. Participating in trial surgery is their only hope. Dr. Yang Jun confirmed that all transplant recipients involved in the operations he witnessed at Mudanjiang Hospital were poor peasants. The two patients who received the first experimental heart-lung transplants both died within 72 hours after their operations.
Even in cases of experimental surgery where poor peasants receive transplants, money is still a driving force. In these cases, hospitals often use their own funds in order to attract media coverage of their accomplishments in groundbreaking procedures. According to Dr. Yang Jun, during the time surrounding the heart and heart-lung transplants, the hospital kept in close contact with the judicial personnel, lavishing them with expensive banquets before and after the operations. During one such dinner following the first heart transplant surgery in July 1991, hospital staff distributed sealed envelopes containing 300 to 1,000 RMB ($50 to $167). The hospital also compensated the courts for costs associated with conducting the executions. Dr. Yang testified that one day he unknowingly drove a coworker to the courts so that she could make a 30,000 RMB ($5,000) payment to compensate for a heart-lung transplant.

Such instances only add to the list of victims sacrificed in the unrelenting drive to advance and modernize the corrupt organ transplantation system. They also demonstrate the Communist Party’s eagerness to earn profits from abusing peasants, whom they profess to protect from exploitation.
The Complete Organ Harvesting Process

Strike Hard Campaign
many criminals, including petty criminals, are given the death penalty

A criminal is sentenced to death by the court

Criminals wait to be executed before national holiday

Court informs hospital of the availability of the “donor”

Hospital sends personnel to prison to test prisoner to determine match

If not a match, prisoner is to be executed without having his organs harvested

If a match, hospital informs “customers” and prepares for surgery

If a match, hospital and court agree upon an execution date that works for both executioners and surgeons

If not a match, death row prisoner remains in prison to “wait” for the next match

Court issues official execution order; court, prison, hospital, patient prepare for the execution transplantation

On execution day: medical personnel arrive at execution ground; prisoner executed; organs harvested

Organ transported to hospital; transplant surgery conducted; Prisoner’s body transported to crematory, family claim ashes
Epilogue

Many recent developments have been a welcome change: The numbers of annual executions has reportedly decreased. Authorities have more consistently enforced consent requirements for the use of organs from executed prisoners. The introduction of an organ donation program has decreased reliance on organs harvested from executed prisoners. The Chinese government has even vowed to entirely phase out the practice of harvesting organs from prisoners by 2014, though many question the feasibility of meeting this goal.

It is necessary, however, to recognize the full scope of suffering caused by China’s organ transplant industry. Human rights violations are not only perpetrated against prisoners whose organs are involuntarily harvested. Among other horrific abuses, families are not notified about the time and date of the execution of their relatives, denying them the opportunity to provide for last rites. Also, the premium placed on profit and political connections in arranging transplant procedures puts the interests of the rich and powerful ahead of the medical needs of ordinary citizens, which has caused the deaths of an unknown number of patients awaiting transplantation surgery. Furthermore, the diminished supply of organs through the prison system has increased their monetary value, which has encouraged human traffickers to harvest organs from vulnerable victims for profit on the burgeoning black market.

As the harvesting of organs from prisoners requires judicial cooperation, meaningful efforts aimed at ending this practice must involve substantial judicial reform. Significantly reducing or even eliminating the issuance of death sentences would have the most direct impact on stopping the trade of organs harvested from death row prisoners. Although China has scaled back the issuance of death
sentences in recent years, it remains the world’s chief executioner. As such, the international community should continue pressuring the Chinese government to implement further death penalty reform. Short of further reducing the number of criminals executed, the government should at least enhance due process protections to better ensure that innocent people are not convicted of capital crimes. These reforms should also entail permanently ending intermittent “strike hard campaigns,” during which already woefully inadequate due process protections are temporarily suspended in order to arrest and subsequently execute suspected criminals en mass. Additionally, although those who have suffered could never be made whole, the government should establish viable legal remedies individuals could pursue to gain compensation for past abuse. In addition to providing redress, the prospect of civil and criminal punishment might help deter future wrongdoing.

The goal of this report is to inform the international community about China’s inhumane organ transplant system. We hope the evidence compiled in this report is useful to governments, human rights organizations, medical ethicists, and multilateral organizations in their efforts to curb human rights abuses that occur in China’s prison system.
Attachments
Appendix:

1984 Provisional Regulations on the Use of the Dead Bodies or Organs of Condemned Criminals

I. Those criminals who are sentenced to death and executed immediately must “be executed by means of shooting in light of the relevant provision in the Criminal Law. When the execution is over, the dead bodies could be otherwise dealt with only after death is confirmed by the supervising procurator on the spot.

II. The dead bodies or organs from condemned criminals after execution or the remains can be collected by their family members.

III. The dead bodies or organs of the following categories of the condemned criminals can be made use of:

1. The uncollected dead bodies or the ones that the family members refuse to collect;
2. Those condemned criminals who volunteer to give their dead bodies or organs to the medical institutions;
3. Upon the approval of the family members.

IV. The following provisions must be observed regarding the use of dead bodies or organs from condemned criminals:

1. The units making use of the dead bodies or organs must maintain the technical level of and be provided with equipment necessary for the medical scientific research or transplantation, they must be examined, approved and granted “special permits” by the Department (Bureau) of Public Health of the provinces or autonomous regions within whose jurisdiction these units are located, and they must go to Bureau of Public Health of the Municipality or District for record.
2. The use of dead bodies shall be arranged in an unified way by the Bureau of Public Health of the Municipality or Prefecture, which shall contact the People’s Court and the units using the dead bodies respectively in accordance with the order of importance and urgency and the principle of comprehensive use.

3. After the execution order of death penalty is issued, and there are dead bodies that can be directly used, the People’s Court should inform in advance the Bureau of Public Health of the Municipality or Prefecture, which shall pass on the information to the units using the dead bodies and grant them permits to use the dead bodies; copies should be sent to the People’s Court responsible for the execution of death penalty and the People’s Procuratorate in charge of the on-the-spot supervision. The units using the dead bodies should contact the People’s Court on their own initiative, within the prescribed time limits of the execution of death penalty by the People’s Court. As to the dead bodies that could be used only upon the approval of the family members, the People’s Court is to inform the department in charge of public health, which will consult the family members, and consequently reach written agreement in relation to the scope of use, disposal after use, disposal expenses and economic compensation and etc. The Bureau of Public Health of the Municipality or Prefecture shall, according to the agreement, grant the units the certificates to use the dead bodies; copies should be sent to the units concerned. When the condemned criminals volunteer to give their dead bodies to the medical institutions, there should be formal written certificates or records duly signed by the same, which should be kept in the People’s Court for future reference.
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